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Introduction
“One thing, then, that has been accomplished has
been the introduction of many of the architects of
the country to their fellows…. and this introduction
has been more than a making of names familiar as
household words; it has, thanks to our illustrations,
associated names with work and has helped to build
up reputations and fortunes for men who would
possibly have been less speedily successful without
such help.”
American Architect and Building News, December
26, 1885.1

Our knowledge of architects is a product of promotion; by the architects
themselves, by other architects, and by architectural critics and historians. Without acts
of promotion, the architect remains unknown save by his clients. How might an architect
gain status and fame? Architectural journals of the day were important mechanisms that
served as a vehicle of promotion. During the late nineteenth century, periodicals in
general had a considerable influence on the thoughts and attitudes of those who read
them. By the 1890s, magazines had become a necessity of modern life, to keep abreast of
trends and happenings. Published images and words were able to construct ideas about
people and places; celebrity culture emerged from the pages of the magazine. 2
Consider Louis Sullivan, whose basis of renown originates from the articles
published in professional journals, whether written by him or about him. Among
architects, Sullivan was one of the leading self-promoters of his day. 3 Influenced by the
writings of Emerson and Whitman, Sullivan was a self-proclaimed non-conformist, a
1

quality that had great appeal to the fame makers of his era and later.4 In the late
nineteenth century, Sullivan authored many lectures and articles, promoting his
architectural manifesto, that were published in regional and national architectural
journals. Architectural critic Montgomery Schuyler, who regularly contributed articles to
Architectural Record from its inception in 1891 until 1914, repeatedly extolled the virtues
of Sullivan and commercial Chicago. Utilizing this published information, historians
Thomas E. Tallmadge and Fiske Kimball included Sullivan as an influential member of
the profession in their histories of American architecture published in the late 1920s.
Expanding and reinforcing these earlier histories of American Architecture, Mumford,
Hitchcock, Pevsner and Giedion all included Sullivan in their histories of the modern
movement.5
Professional architectural journal articles in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries considered the architect as an individual protagonist, expounding on his artistic
abilities and lauding his work. These articles have provided essential information to the
architectural histories that trace the development of the modern movement. These same
journals contained another discourse driven by the advancing wave of modernity, that of
the development of the business-oriented architectural practice. Beginning in the last
decades of the nineteenth century, professional architectural journals served as the chief
medium by which ideas about building design and construction were exchanged. 6
Professional journals provided a forum for the discussion of how the architect should
practice his profession in America in light of significant changes in the commercial world
and in the construction industry. These articles reveal a dialogue in direct opposition to
the idea of the iconic architect, and consider the need for specialized labor and
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procedures in architectural practice. From the late nineteenth century through the early
twentieth century, an increasingly specialized work force performed the productive work
of the architect‟s office, particularly in the larger offices.
In 1996, Robert Gutman claimed that a large architectural firm was comprised of
50 or more individuals and that, for the most part, large firms were a phenomenon of the
mid-twentieth century. By 1980, just over 90,000 architects were practicing in the United
States.7 (See Figure 1) According to The Inland Architect, in 1896 there were 7840
practicing architects using 5218 firm names, including 546 firms in New York and 420 in
Chicago.8 These numbers indicate that one third of architects were practicing with at
least one partner by the end of the nineteenth century. By the turn of the twentieth
century, an architectural office that employed upwards of 20 individuals would have been
considered large. Large architectural offices executed a sizeable volume of institutional
and commercial commissions, typically hundreds of buildings in working life of the
principal architects of the firm. These large offices included many of the Chicago and
New York offices that are familiar today: McKim, Mead and White; Burnham and Root;
Holabird and Roche; Carrère and Hastings, to name but a few.9 Not coincidentally, the
leaders of the AIA in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries were the principal
architects in these large firms.
Professional journals, especially those published on the East Coast, often
published articles by and about the architects that ran these large firms and the building
designs that these offices generated. Although professional journal content was directed
to the trained architect, builders, draftsmen, students, craftsmen and laymen were also
counted among their readership. In 1898, the circulation of the American Architect was
3

7500 and that of the Inland Architect was 3000.10 With only 8000 practicing architects, it
is likely that the majority of them had some contact with a professional journal, whether
national or regional. Although the content was not geared to the individual practitioner,
the journal was a significant resource for all architects and played a role in shaping the
architectural profession by disseminating and popularizing the ideas and attitudes of the
professional elite. The dialogue between the professional elite, the principals of the large
architectural offices of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, recorded on the
pages of the professional journal reveals the development of the large architectural office
as it exists today.11
Journal articles that considered the operation of the architectural office reveal the
ongoing discourse within the architectural community as to the changing nature of
architectural practice during the period from 1890, when architects were in the process of
professionalizing their ranks, through 1920, as the country entered the period of
prosperity that followed World War I. This period illustrates two distinct changes in the
architect‟s perception of the profession and speculation about its future. After the Civil
War, architects sought to distinguish themselves from common builders by highlighting
their aptitude for artistic design. 12 Immediately following World War I, architects
realized that their services were overlooked by the government in favor of the services of
engineers and builders who were perceived to be more efficient and practical than
architects.13 These shifts in professional attitude serve as the framework for this study.
The journals utilized in this study include those with the largest readerships and
those that continued publication throughout the period covered by this paper. These
journals include: The American Architect and Building News, Architectural Record, The
4

Brickbuilder, the Inland Architect, The Western Architect, The Architectural Forum and
The Journal of the American Institute of Architects.14 These journals provide an archive
of the discourse that was ongoing within the architectural profession in the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries.
Advances in printing and graphic technologies in the late nineteenth century
allowed for the economical production of journals, and the trend toward specialization in
the marketplace encouraged specialized journalism.15 Architectural discourse had always
been an essential part of the tradition of architecture; historically, ideas about architecture
had been delivered through illustrations, drawings, theoretical writings, exhibitions and
lectures.16 In the 1880s, professional architectural journals became a new way to obtain
information about building design and construction. Architects as professionals were
becoming more self aware of their achievements and saw journals as a means to actively
promote public awareness of their designs. A rapid increase in the number of buildings
constructed prompted material suppliers to seek new methods of advertising, providing
the much needed financing for professional journals. 17 Previously books had been the
main method of dissemination of technical and artistic information.18 Builder‟s guides
were widely used until the mid-nineteenth century, when catalogues of architectural
materials and advice books, such as house pattern books became increasingly popular. 19
In the late nineteenth century, journals provided a more cost effective means of acquiring
information about a rapidly changing field of endeavor. Initially these specialized
periodicals did not distinguish between the architect and builder, but by the late 1880s
professional journals differentiated their content to serve either carpenter-builders or
architects.20
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At a time when most architects were trained in the office of a more established
architect, professional journals were in essence textbooks for an ongoing course in
architecture; they conveyed “taste” with their illustrations, both historical and modern,
and advice in their editorial columns. Professional journals served established architects
as well, by providing a medium that allowed for the publication of various architectural
projects. In contrast to the time and expense required to publish a book that contained an
architect‟s designs, journals allowed timely and widespread recognition of commissions
and completed designs with little to no expense to the architect.21
Professional journals endeavored to instruct the architect. Each journal sought to
become the architect‟s indispensible reference on taste. Pages of reproduced examples of
new and old architecture represented an encyclopedia of architectural acumen and served
as inspiration for new designs. Journal editors and reporters acknowledged their
responsibility for the molding of public architectural taste through their statements of
purpose and reviews of other architectural publications. In addition to providing an
education in architectural taste, professional journals disseminated knowledge to
architects about the legal aspects of architecture, how to write specifications, and about
the latest in building technology. 22
Around 1880, professional journals that catered strictly to architects and
endeavored to be national in scope found a place in the architect‟s office. 23 Two national
architectural journals were published on the East coast in the 1880s: The American
Architect and Building News and Architecture and Building. By the early 1890s four
additional journals with national audiences were established, another two in the East and
two from the Midwest: Architectural Record, Architectural Review, Inland Architect and
6

The Western Architect, respectively.24 The editors of the principal journals cautioned
their readers that the illustrations they published were not to be regarded as the best
current work; they were instead examples of current buildings that had available and
reproducible documentation. Although the editors of these journals may have been at the
mercy of those architects who chose to allow them to publish their work, their editorial
comments and articles about technical and management issues were a reflection of their
attitudes about the nature of the architectural profession. Mary Woods has stated that a
journal‟s success was largely dependent upon the support it received from professional
organizations.25 The journals‟ objective was not to provide architectural criticism of
individual buildings or architect, but to provide certain benefits to the profession as a
whole by establishing and disseminating standards for both conduct and office practice.
Articles raised the general level of professional competency and the illustrations were
pedagogical. 26 The development of specialized journals assisted the adoption of
specialization in the architectural office through facilitation of a discourse on office
practice.
The American Architect and Building News began publication in 1876 in Boston
under the direction of J. R. Osgood. Osgood perceived architectural journalism as a
pragmatic way to promote his more practical books and felt that the key to success was to
have the backing of the architectural profession. He began negotiations with the
fledgling professional organization, the American Institute of Architects and came to an
agreement with the AIA in 1876 that The American Architect and Building News would
become its official mouthpiece. Osgood would assume all financial responsibility as long
as the AIA provided him with proceedings and members‟ drawings free of charge.
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Instrumental in the formulation of this arrangement was Osgood‟s relationship with
William Robert Ware, a member of the AIA and the founder of the architectural program
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Ware believed that a journal was needed to
promote architectural education and advance the profession, and he became a leading
contributor of editorials, articles and drawings. 27 William Rotch Ware, nephew of
William Robert, and Wadsworth Longfellow, a former employee of H.H. Richardson,
became the first editors.28 The American Architect and Building News emphasized the
notion that architecture was a fine art, and along with later Boston journals, including
Architectural Review and Brickbuilder (which began publication in 1892 and changed its
name to The Architectural Forum in 1900), it offered a more aesthetic stance than other
journals due to the editorial guidance of highly trained professionals who were aware of
European precedents and achievements in professional journalism. 29
Architectural Record began publication in New York in 1891. It was published
by C. W. Sweet, who also published the Real Estate Record and Builder‟s Guide, a
practical guide to the New York building industry. In contrast to the commercial
orientation of the Real Estate Record and Builder‟s Guide, Architectural Record, under
the guidance of Henry W. Desmond, a man of letters, was a journal of intellectual
character with a literary tone. The proclaimed purpose of the journal was not to be the
mere record of indiscriminate contemporary architecture; instead it was published with
the academically trained architect in mind. In accordance with this purpose, Desmond
solicited and published articles from the best scholars and critical writers of the time. 30
Architectural Record‟s literary tone allowed for a discourse about architecture that
differed from the other journals. The majority of architectural journals functioned as
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portfolios, a series of visual reproductions of architectural artifacts. The purpose of the
portfolio was to provide a means of analysis and production for architectural design; the
portfolio presented a visual logic for the solution of design problems through the use of
precedents.31 In essence, the portfolio provided the architect the means to refer to past
solutions and use them to develop new solutions, in a tasteful manner.
The first major architectural journal that was not produced on the East Coast was
the Inland Architect, which began publication in Chicago in 1883. It was based on the
format of The American Architect and Building News, but carried little of the latter‟s
critical approach. The journal had a stated policy of avoiding critical evaluation of
published works. The editors sought no influence or control of the theoretical writings.
This non-discriminating attitude allowed for the publication of works by many
Midwestern architects. It served as an organizing tool for Midwestern architects as well,
becoming the official mouthpiece of the Western Association of Architects and the
Chicago Architectural Club.32
The AIA began its own publication in 1900, a small quarterly that listed articles
of interest to the architect; developed so as not to compete with professional journals. In
1913, The Journal of the American Institute of Architects began publication with the
members of the Committee on Publication at its helm. 33 The publication of their own
journal provided a means by which the AIA could contribute to the professional dialogue,
promoting their ideals and becoming a significant voice in the debates concerning
architectural practice.

9

Professional journals are significant contributors to the process of change through
the publication of articles that analyze and discuss various ideas, methods and
innovations, and their ability to effectively disseminate information to a sizeable
readership. These journals served as an egalitarian forum for the discussion of how
architectural practices should operate, providing a record of the exchanges among various
factions of the architectural community that serve as a means to comprehend shifts in the
professional discourse, as individual voices combine to speak for the whole. 34 Taken
together, the journal articles provide insights into how architects perceived themselves
and their profession, yielding information about trends and prevailing attitudes that
evidence how the architectural practice developed across the nation in the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries.
During the period from 1890 to 1920, journal articles illuminate the professional
debate over the relative merits of the business-like operation of the architectural office.
The construction industry was evolving rapidly with the introduction of new building
systems, and construction and management methods. Traditional methods of
architectural practice, a single practitioner responsible for design and construction
oversight, were no longer able to keep pace with these advances in the construction
industry. Over the course of this period, large architectural offices established businesslike managerial methods and the journals reveal a didactic discourse about these methods.
Professional journals of the period provide insight as to how the office management
procedures and standardized design practices of various architectural offices were
developed and employed. Standardization in the architectural office correlated with the
specialization of office labor and procedures, and included the development of a
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consistent numbering method for drawings and specifications, the use of only certain
sizes of paper, and the routine use of standardized construction details. In the 1910s, the
American Institute of Architects entered the debate on architectural practice and after
World War I used its journal to validate and promote the use of business methods, the
hierarchical management of a specialized work force and systematic methods of
production, in the practice of architecture.
The first chapter examines the history of architectural practice, specifically, and
business changes, in general, during the nineteenth century. During the second half of
the nineteenth century, architectural practice underwent a transformation, from a craftoriented vocation to a professionalized occupation.35 This chapter illustrates the
progression of that transformation and the cultural and technological aspects that
contributed to it. Business culture changed rapidly in the second half of the 19th century.
The general trend toward an efficiently run business based on the corporate model
required the architect to produce effectively and efficiently in order to satisfy corporate
clients, whether the building in question was a large commercial structure or an equally
impressive residence.36 Architects were forced to consider how to conduct their practice
in light of changing professional precepts and the modernizing trends of business culture
and building technology.
The second chapter considers the discourse of change in architectural practice and
the merits and detriments of business systems in the architectural office as presented in
journal articles published from 1890 to 1905. The professional journals of the last
decades of the nineteenth century were overwhelmingly filled with the portfolios of
residential and municipal buildings, designed by well-known East Coast architects, often
11

displaying them with no accompanying text or analysis. The majority of articles during
this period contained editorial comments on the aesthetic value of the façade and
interiors, with little attention given to the methods utilized to produce the building or its
functionality. Articles that considered the architectural office typically described the
décor and accoutrements of the office and not its operation, reinforcing the notion of the
architect as an artist and gentleman practitioner. Increasingly after 1895, articles that
addressed business techniques in the architectural office appeared in the major
professional journals, most often in the regional journal, The Inland Architect.37
Although these articles were largely theoretical in nature, they identified the need for the
architect to organize his office around a system that allowed for the efficient retrieval of
information during the design and construction phases of projects.
The third chapter addresses the development of business systems in specific
architectural offices by considering articles that describe methods utilized to maximize
efficiency and reduce repetitive labor. Articles published between 1905 and the onset of
the First World War contain real world examples of architectural office procedures. The
professional discourse that advocated the need to adopt business methods in the
architect‟s office was reinforced by these articles and corroborated by the example offices
described. Articles and advertisements provided evidence of a developing national
standardization of information utilized by architects and reveal methods used by
architectural offices to standardize office records. An emerging collective voice of the
profession, advocating the structured management of the architectural office, especially
evident through the use of real world examples, became the prevailing voice during this
period.
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The fourth chapter considers the changes occurring within the professional ranks
during and immediately following World War I and how they were reflected in the
professional journals. Attitudes about the practice of architecture changed dramatically
in the late 1910s. Architects who specialized in the design of distinct building types,
utilized efficient business practices, or used advertising to acquire clients were becoming
the norm. Articles about how to establish and manage an architectural office appeared in
professional journals more frequently in the late 1910s. The AIA joined the professional
discourse through the publication of its own journal beginning in January 1913. 38 The
AIA formed the Post-War Committee on Architectural Practice whose mission was to
determine how the architect should engage in architectural practice in light of the changes
wrought by the war‟s stimulus on industry and technology. 39
Change in the professional discourse during this period provides an insight into
how architectural practice developed into the entity that we recognize today. 40 The
growing complexity and scale of modern buildings gave rise to more than 25 specialist
disciplines that are involved in the design and construction of buildings, restricting the
architect‟s ability to supply a comprehensive design without assistance. The number of
individuals required to program, plan, design and construct the average building project
today continues to grow.41 This paper examines the progressive development of the
specialized architectural office that has become commonplace today.
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The Architect and Business in the Nineteenth Century
“The world‟s attitude toward business, and,
consequently, business methods, is undergoing
fundamental changes. These changes, which
already have become apparent, are scattered
articulations of the struggle to better conditions –
economic, social, and moral. The tide of reform is
rising irresistibly throughout the world.”
Sullivan W. Jones42
In order to understand how and why the large specialized architectural office
came into being, the forces that acted upon it during the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries must be examined. The need for new building types during this
period combined with changes in building technology, the scale of building, and the
manner of construction contributed to the changes in the manner in which the architect
operated his practice. During most of the nineteenth century, building methods were as
they had been for centuries and one individual equipped with a vision and knowledge of
construction was able to oversee the complete design and construction of a building.
Richard Upjohn, a prominent New York architect, designed and oversaw the
construction of Trinity Church in New York City between 1839 and 1846. (See Figure 2)
With the help of three or four draftsmen, Upjohn designed the Gothic Revival church,
supervised the production of the necessary drawings, and supervised its construction
onsite. From an outbuilding in the churchyard, Upjohn directed the construction of the
building by making estimates and contracts, directing the builders, approving bills for the
church to pay, receiving materials, moving and remaking the graves that were in the way
of the construction, producing drawings for all parts of the building and keeping all
records.43
14

A little more that 50 years later, the manner in which buildings were designed and
constructed had changed dramatically. In 1910, Cass Gilbert began the design for the
Woolworth Building in New York City, less than a half mile from Trinity Church. F. W.
Woolworth, the owner of the building, was preoccupied with its design and construction,
increasing the scope of the design four different times in his desire to construct the
world‟s tallest skyscraper. The construction of the building was a collaboration of three
separate entities: the architect, the structural engineer, and the building contractor. Cass
Gilbert‟s Beaux Arts atelier was responsible for coordinating one of the world‟s most
complex and rigorously scheduled projects. Gilbert‟s small office staff of 20 to 25
individuals produced the hundreds of drawings necessary for the construction,
coordinating with the accelerated schedule of the builder Thompson-Starrett.44 (See
Figure 3)
Thompson-Starrett was one of the new general contractors or “modern building
organizations” that provided construction under the single contract system that provided
all the coordination and supervision of the various trades necessary for the construction
of a building. Organization and systemization of all operations was paramount to the
general contractor; each of the departments within the company was responsible for a
portion of the work. The work was performed according to a prescribed schedule,
progress was tracked and the project managed by the site superintendent.45
Gilbert organized a hierarchical system of coordination between his office
personnel and the personnel of the engineering consultants and manufacturers, similar to
the one utilized by Thompson-Starrett. The structural engineer, Gunvald Aus, utilized
the talents of 30 engineers and draftsmen to produce the structural steel shop drawings
15

that were then sent to the fabricator, American Bridge. Atlantic Terra Cotta Company
employed 25 draftsmen, who were supervised by a manager from Gilbert‟s office, to
produce the detailed drawings necessary for the manufacture of the terra cotta panels that
clad the building. The sanitary engineer, heating engineer, and electrical engineer all
prepared the necessary drawings for their portion of the project. Gilbert knew that it was
impossible for one man to do all that was necessary and required in the construction of a
large modern building and that skilled designers and draftsmen, structural experts,
sanitary, heating, ventilating, mechanical and electrical professionals were all needed to
accomplish the task. The majority of the drawings produced by the 80 draftsmen were
completed in three months; by the end of the project the total number of drawings
exceeded 1,500. Gilbert, who considered himself an artist, had to rely on the expertise of
both his managing assistants and numerous draftsmen to transform his conception of the
building into construction documents, and ultimately the finished building. 46
The differences between the architectural practices of Upjohn and Gilbert
illustrate the evolution of the architect‟s role, from “sole” creator to administrator whose
vision was implemented by a team of experts. The necessity for specialized employees
and hierarchical management in the architect‟s office was driven by several
developments, including the increasing complexity in building design and construction,
changes in the general business climate, and the desire to professionalize the practice of
architecture.

16

Complexity of Buildings and Construction
The late nineteenth century saw the rapid development of construction innovation
and the desire to improve the health and well-being of those occupying buildings,
especially the new large office building. The development of steel construction and the
invention of the elevator in the late nineteenth century freed buildings from the
constraints of masonry construction. The tall office building, or skyscraper, provided its
tenants with modern luxuries that were unavailable elsewhere. Artificial lighting,
heating, mechanical ventilation, hot and cold running water, sewerage systems were all
part the skyscraper construction as well as the business-facilitating systems of pneumatic
tubes, mail chutes, electric signaling and the telephone. The skyscraper was considered a
city within itself; restaurants, retail shops, barbers, news stands, tailors, doctors, bankers,
lawyers and entertainment facilities were often housed within the building, preventing the
tenant from ever having to leave. 47
Interior building layouts that provided specialized rooms, efficient and productive
work spaces, and maximized rental revenue became increasingly important to clients.
Structural innovations required the expertise of trained individuals. Increased
competition for architectural services required the need to solicit clients and enter
competitions. The complexity of the buildings and the number of drawings required to
convey the necessary information to an increasingly specialized work force necessitated
the use of more employees to accomplish the task in a reasonable amount of time,
especially when the owner‟s financing was considered. These changes in building needs,
capabilities and technologies transformed the practice of architecture. To remain
competitive, the architect was now required to have expertise in many different fields of
17

knowledge in order to obtain clients, manage employees, and design the building required
by the client. This expertise was provided by specialists operating within the hierarchical
organization of the architectural office, with its requisite division of work responsibility.
Business
The second half of the nineteenth century saw a dramatic change in the way
America did business. Companies separated production and administrative functions,
corporations became the normal means of business organization, and workers in these
companies were transformed from multifaceted employees to cogs in the great machinery
of business bureaucracy, repeating similar tasks daily. 48 Several factors drove the
development of corporate business in the United States: westward expansion, the network
of railroads, the development of a national urban market, the utilization of the internal
combustion engine and electricity, and the systematic application of science in business
research and development. The most significant changes to business occurred between
1870 and 1900 and were largely due to changes in the market. The pre-1870 market that
catered to the farmer, purchasing raw materials from the farmer and transforming them
locally to goods consumed by those same farmers, was replaced by the turn of the
twentieth century with a system of exchange dominated by large vertically integrated
entities that provided goods to an urban market. These new business enterprises were
operated through a bureaucratic process that relied on hierarchical management and
decision making. 49 Separation of the productive and administrative functions of business,
along with managers trained in entrepreneurial skills instead of the manufacturing
process, and the increasing reliance on unskilled labor to tend the machines that drove
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production, were business methods that would have been unrecognizable to the
antebellum shop owner or producer.50
The increasing need for managers and clerks encouraged an influx of people to
major urban centers. This created not only an urban market for goods and services but
changing attitudes about social norms and redefined roles for the emerging middle class.
Blue collar workers lost autonomy over their trade as they were increasingly subject to
changes brought about by scientific advances in technology and production methods.
Machines were developed to perform tasks previously done by these workers, eliminating
their intellectual input and reducing them to operators whose value to the company was
measured in the fulfillment of set quotas. These advances transpired as a result of the
application of specialized knowledge in the analysis of manufacturing processes by the
new white collar worker who was given the task of managing the company with an eye
toward maximizing profit. By 1890, the corporate office, with its managerial demands
for speed, precision and efficiency, was the dominant practice in American business.
Both factories and offices were redesigned to regulate the efficient flow of material,
whether it was the raw materials being combined into the finished product, or the
paperwork pertaining to the costs of those materials. 51 Specialized education became
critical for attaining positions within the corporate business world; the demand for
engineering and business education generated the need for schools of specialized learning
to supply the corporate body with the knowledge required to keep the enterprise viable. 52
In his book, The Visible Hand, Alfred Chandler theorized that the modern
business enterprise came into being when administrative coordination offered the
potential for higher profits based on greater productivity and lower costs. To attain the
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advantages of this coordination between disparate business units within a single
enterprise, a managerial hierarchy was essential. Chandler declared the existence of a
managerial hierarchy to be the defining characteristic of the modern American business
enterprise. He further stated that this system of management advanced specialized
training as a prerequisite for any managerial position and that these managers would
become increasingly professionalized and separated from the ownership of the
company. 53
These changes in the business world had a direct impact on the large architectural
firms that operated at the turn of the early twentieth century. Parallels can be drawn
between business in general and architectural firms in particular: as the volume of
business increased to a point where internal coordination became cost effective, so too, as
the volume of work increased in the architectural office, allocating the resources and
coordinating the finished products became more cost effective when administered by
managers. In the architectural office the cause for the increasing volume of work was the
expanding volume of building construction. Corporations sought to promote their image
through the construction of visually significant large office buildings. Distinct and
functional spaces were required to meet the needs of the occupants of these new
buildings. Changes in the American way of life – increased leisure time, population
shifts to cities, development of urban markets and technology - created the need for new
hotels, apartment buildings, hospitals, department stores, factories, and transportation
facilities.
As the American business community became increasingly involved in shaping
the built environment, the larger architectural firms that catered to corporate clients
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needed a businessman in their ranks to establish a good working relationship and placate
building committees.54 In the architectural practice of the larger offices, the trend by the
late nineteenth century was that of an organization centered on a logical division of
responsibility. 55 One of the largest offices of the period was that of D. H. Burnham in
Chicago. Burnham‟s idea of what architectural practice should be was “…a big business,
to handle big things, deal with big businessmen, and to build a big organization, for you
can‟t handle big things unless you have an organization.” 56
Professionalization of Architects
During the mid to late nineteenth century, architectural practice was changing
from the craft-oriented vocation of master builder to the professionalized occupation of
architect.57 Professionalization of occupations was a hallmark of the latter half of the
nineteenth century as the cultural elite sought to retain authority over the modernizing
and egalitarian effects of industrialization. 58 A profession was not an occupation, but a
means of controlling an occupation. Professionalization was the historically specific
process that some occupations underwent during the latter part of the nineteenth century
in the context of the emerging market-oriented society.59 The professionalization of
occupations was part of the modernizing process of labor differentiation and
rationalization brought about by changes in the market. As society was restructured
around market principles, the professional provided an expertise that was derived from
specialized education. This specialized education would allow the professional to bring
order to the chaos of the market system and provide solutions to its diverse problem that
would benefit society at large.60
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The professional was a member of the emerging middle class, occupying the
position between the working and monied classes. Professional ideology allowed
professionals to see themselves as the reconciliatory element within society, identifying
themselves as a separate group with the ability to define the standards upon which the
welfare of society as a whole rested.61 The professional sought to provide the public
with a service as opposed to a tangible product. The quality of this service was judged by
accurate knowledge, efficient methods and overall good judgment. The prestige brought
about through the recognition of the professional‟s competency was the measure of
middle class success at the end of the nineteenth century. 62
The professionalization of any vocation strove to develop a presence in the market
by establishing associations, licensure requirements, specialized education, a code of
ethics, and above all, a claim to expertise that was in demand in the marketplace. The
emerging professional of the nineteenth century sought to legitimatize his social status
through claims to both superior knowledge and altruistic ethics. Exclusivism, elitism and
monopoly were the means to the professional‟s establishment as the only legitimate
authority in its field of expertise. The advance of scientific methods in the nineteenth
century instituted the principles whereby professionals sought to establish themselves as
experts.63 By means of this scientific knowledge, the professional held a certain power
over the natural world and endeavored to use this knowledge to the benefit of his client
and society, often using impending crisis as a method of creating work and reinforcing
his authority. 64 Specialized architectural practice that was grounded in the science of
building and expertise in design and construction formed a strong basis for claims of
professional recognition. In 1837, the American Institution of Architects was formed to
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advance architectural science. Its members were primarily individuals that had been
master builders, educated through craft apprenticeships, although a few had office
training. The association lasted less than six months. 65
Twenty years later, the American Institute of Architects was reorganized under
the direction of Richard Upjohn. This group of thirteen New York architects came
together initially to bring professionalism and collective action to the field of
architectural design. In the 1850s competition between architects was fierce; design
drawings and books were considered trade secrets and architects were wary of each other.
Instead of becoming an egalitarian association of architects, the young AIA developed
into an exclusive club for several New York architects and their friends. By 1900 only
140 of the 2000 practicing architects in the country were members, and of them over 65
percent were from the Northeast.66 In addition to the formation of associations, the
architectural profession established other institutional indicators of professionalization
during the late nineteenth century: training schools to advance educational standards,
licensure requirements to protect the public and exclude those without training, and a
code of ethics to define the character and responsibilities of the architectural profession. 67
Professional distinction based on building science had done little to achieve the
desired separation from the craft of building, but expertise in visual “taste” and the ability
to design based on specialized training allowed the architect to differentiate his
profession from that of the imitative builder.68 “Taste” was the cultural capital that
allowed architects to participate in the market, exchanging it for social and economic
rewards proportional to the clients‟ needs. 69 In the late nineteenth century, it was through
this distinction that the architect sought to professionalize his ranks.
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Architects asserted superiority to builders based on their “taste”, a trait that was
developed through specialized architectural training. As a professional prerequisite,
“taste” was not available to those who did not obtain the required education. “Taste” was
a traditionally gentlemanly quality, the acquisition of which allowed architects to claim
social status above the common builder. The architect‟s requirement for specialized
training precluded the possibility of professional attainment by the lower classes who did
not have access to education. Professional architects possessed the cultural capital that
the newly formed corporate entities desired to display in their office buildings; the forms
and symbols of the past were transformed into symbols of corporate power and wealth. 70
Professionalization of architectural practice attempted two things: to give the architect
autonomy, and to compel the public to recognize the architect‟s unique claims. The
architectural profession endeavored to assure the public that architects were the sole
purveyors of building knowledge that the client would be unable to attain elsewhere.
In the late nineteenth century, the methods of educating architects in America
supported the notion of architecture as an art. The teaching methods of the newly
developed programs at the country‟s universities were scrutinized and discussed at length
during annual conventions and local meetings of architectural associations. Professional
journals responded to this concern about the architect‟s training by examining the
programs at various universities and publishing editorials about the nature of architectural
education. AR ran several articles in 1900 that explored the methods of teaching
architecture that prevailed at the several American schools of architecture. 71 The courses
taught in the architectural programs at both Columbia University and the University of
Pennsylvania were evaluated.

The author correlated the success and influence of
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schools of architecture with their ability to convey to students that architects are in fact
artists. The author believed that the programs at both schools were efficient in their
methods of preparatory training, indicating that further training continued in the
architect‟s office or abroad at the Ecole des Beaux Arts.72 The training received at
American universities was not perceived as sufficient to allow an architect to go into
practice on his own; further training was needed, whether it was at the Ecole or under the
tutelage of a practicing architect.
The atelier was developed at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris, the most
influential architectural school of the period. The ateliers at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts
were administered by patrons, architects in service to the French government who had
completed their training at the Ecole. (See Figure 4) The patrons taught a group of
students in various stages of their education and prepared problems for the students‟
practice. 73 In the late nineteenth century, those Americans who aspired to the
architectural profession and could afford to be trained at the Ecole sought to be accepted
into the program. By the turn of the twentieth century, nine American universities
offered architectural programs, all based on the program developed at the Ecole and
adapted to the institutional university setting. 74
In France, the patrons kept their office and professional work separate from the
school problems, but American architects returning to begin practices in America utilized
their offices as ateliers, allowing their employee trainees to work on the commissions
they had received.75 This method of apprenticeship allowed each draftsman to learn by
having the responsibility of copying drawings and then continue to progress through
developing details and producing renderings until the time when he had enough
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knowledge about architectural design that he would be able to go into practice on his
own, to in turn teach others.
The process of professionalization of the architects was aided by professional
journals that allowed notice of professional ideals to be widely circulated. Images of the
architect on the pages of journals helped to codify this ideal. The use of gentlemanly
attire in the photographs of architects in journals promoted an image of competence,
discipline, social skill, organization and managerial acumen. These photographs contrast
sharply with images of the architect as artist, which contain the distinguishing signs of
the artist as “other.”76 (See Figures 5 and 6)
Art versus Business
By the end of the nineteenth century, technological innovations and developments
led to advancements in building systems that mandated accommodation in building
design. The hierarchical development of the corporate office required differentiated
space within the new office building.

During this period, as buildings increased in

complexity, owners demanded faster production, and larger architectural offices
responded by changing the way they functioned. This change in operations raised the
question as to whether architecture was an art or a business. The dispute was between
those who viewed architecture as an art with the architect as a gentleman of refined taste
and artistic sensibility, and those who understood that in order to succeed in an
increasingly business-oriented culture, the architect needed to adopt the organizational
and management principles of the increasingly cost and efficiency-conscious business
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community. This conflict between concepts of architectural practice as an art or as a
business was inherent in the architect‟s struggle for professional recognition. 77
The conflict between the professional goals of the AIA, which included the
preservation of architecture as a gentlemanly pursuit, and the everyday business of
architecture was visible in professional journals at the turn of the twentieth century.
Chicago architects responded to the intensifying commercial needs of their corporate
clients, who were not only looking to house their offices but to make a visual statement
and a profit. Because of this accommodation of the practical demands of their clients,
Chicago architects were disparaged by East Coast architects as being tainted by their
“business” approach to architecture. The professional discourse of the AIA demanded
detachment from business and the commercial world in order to maintain an elevated
professional image.78 Further evidence of the AIA‟s stance on the idea that architecture
was an art and not a business, occurred at the 1891 AIA convention when the
organization resolved that architects who have been engaged in honorable practice for 10
years or more, upon their retirement, may retain their membership as long as they do not
engage in any business or trade.79
Regional Difference in Architectural Practice
The circumstances of architectural practice in Chicago differed from the practice
of architecture in other parts of the country. Building technology and the practical uses
of buildings were the hallmark of its architecture. Chicago architects were interested in
the latest news about building systems: structural, heating, illumination, ventilation and
methods of fireproofing and the layout of the interior spaces. The development of the
commercial skyscraper, which made the reputation of Chicago architects, was based on
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the needs of speculative developers and their vulgar desire for commercial success. 80
Experimentation in building systems was commonplace in Chicago. Building codes were
continually violated as clients pushed for quicker design and construction of the tall
office building.81 The Beaux Arts architects in New York, leaders of the AIA, however,
viewed themselves as artists. They believed that the professional architect‟s intent should
be to represent culture‟s nobler sentiment, linking the grandeur of the past to the
buildings of the present. New York architects did not share Chicago‟s enthusiasm for the
technology of the commercial skyscraper, aspiring to design institutional and public
buildings instead.82 Use of the iron skeleton, with its thinly clad outer walls, was known
abroad as “Chicago Architecture” as opposed to American architecture, as it was very
different in appearance and construction method from buildings that were being erected
elsewhere in the late nineteenth century.83
The evidence from comments published in the AIA proceedings of the National
Convention of 1891 in the report of the committee on Code of Ethics demonstrated that
“non-Eastern” architects were more inclined to envision the practice of architecture as a
business venture. The AIA Code of Ethics committee report stated that a serious
complication had occurred with the joining of the Western Association of Architects and
the AIA due to the changing methods of practice in some localities served by the Western
Association toward “a business rather than a professional conduct of architecture.” The
committee on Code of Ethics was unsure if the treatment of architecture as a business
was a sound or wholesome practice and realized that it would be impossible to develop a
code of ethics that would be uniformly supported by those who looked upon architecture
primarily as a business.84 The editor of Architect, published in London, also renounced
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this merger, but for the opposite reason, stating that it regretted the dissolution of an
organization that was individualistic, self-assured and enthusiastic about architecture, as
was the Western Association. The French architectural journal, La semaine des
constructeurs, hoped the merger would invigorate the complacent AIA by injecting some
“practicality and enterprising spirit.” 85
The professionalization of the practice of architecture, the growing complexity of
building requirements and construction methods, the structural changes in the conduct of
business and accompanying social changes, the differences in regional architectural
practice, and the debate whether architecture was an art or a business provided the
foundation for the dialogue within the architectural community as to how architectural
practice should function. Architects and others involved in the construction industry in
the years proceeding and following the turn of the twentieth century were able to reach a
consensus about the conduct of architectural practice through the utilization of
professional journalism. The next chapters reveal the progression of the architectural
office from atelier to a specialized hierarchically managed business workplace, using
evidence published in the professional architectural journals of the period.
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Journal Articles, 1890 to 1905
The Architect’s Role in the Construction Industry
“…an evolution is really going on at the present
time in the relation of the architect to his work and
in the operations of his office.”
C. T Purdy86

This chapter considers discourse about the architect‟s office and its operation in
professional journals between 1890 and 1905. During the late nineteenth century,
architects professionalized their ranks by standardizing education requirements, ethics,
and fee schedules. Although in their infancy, professional journals rapidly became a
method to disseminate information, including opinions as to the methods of architectural
practice. Businesses began to adopt hierarchical structures to improve efficiency and
maximize profit. The construction industry likewise underwent transformations,
especially with the advent of the tall office building. Professional engineers designed the
structures for these new buildings and the companies that built them were driven by
project financing. This financing, an investment on the client‟s part with return realized
through rents, demanded that the new general contractor deploy highly developed
organizational methods to rapidly and efficiently construct these new building types. 87
During the last decades of the nineteenth century, discourse in professional
journals addressed the architect‟s office in terms of the changing building industry. Both
the engineer and the general contractor were gaining influence based on the new methods
of design and construction. The structural engineering profession that developed in the
1880s in conjunction with the tall building was adept at designing the foundations and
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steel frames of these buildings. Similarly, general contracting companies held promise
for rapidly and efficiently constructing a building for a set and predetermined price and
duration under a single contract. The speculative office owner viewed this arrangement
favorably. 88 Articles that dealt with the architect‟s interaction with these new experts,
that advocated for certain office arrangements, and that taught the architect how to
operate within this new system of construction contributed to the discourse in
professional journals.
By the turn of the century it was generally acknowledged that no one man could
possibly retain all the necessary design information and perform all the tasks required by
the modern commercial building.89 This led to the need for a more complex office
operating structure than that of the sole practitioner model that had dominated
architectural practice since the early nineteenth century. Just prior to the turn of the
century, the number of conventional partnerships in architectural firms with one
individual responsible for design and the other for the business aspects of the operation
increased.90 The new modern building also demanded that architects retain assistants and
specialists. The architect selected to design a building needed to maintain an office that
utilized a hierarchical chain of command and an organized system of information
retrieval. The use of these systems allowed the efficient and effective development of
working drawings and specifications. The subsequent result was a building that satisfied
the clients‟ demands in terms of program requirements and time constraints.
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Working with Specialists
Journal articles acknowledged this need for specialists, recommending that they
be employed by the architect. The workings of the construction industry in Chicago
influenced the trend of cooperation with specialists. In Chicago, architects and engineers
alike shared enthusiasm for the modern skyscraper, collaborating on their design and
construction. New York architects, on the other hand, did not aspire to design
commercial buildings and if found in that predicament, would allow the manufacturer to
design the building‟s structure.91 An article in the 1905 issue of AABN, titled “The
Relation of the Engineer to the Architect,” reported on the changes that occurred in the
construction of buildings with the development of the rolled steel beam. Changes due to
the structural properties of steel building components had revolutionized methods of
construction and design. The architect could no longer look to earlier buildings for
guidance in their design, but needed the technical calculations of a trained individual.
Each building had unique requirements for structural elements, ventilation, sanitation,
lighting and conveyance. These requirements necessitated the skills of an individual with
specialized technical expertise in the design of modern building systems. The author C.
T. Purdy, a member of the Architectural League of America and a Chicago structural
engineer, explained that there were several methods by which architects could obtain the
needed expertise in structural and mechanical design. He concluded that the best possible
relationship between the professions was one of cooperation wherein the architect was
responsible for the building project as a whole. 92 The article suggested that the architects
of the nation take a proactive approach to the acquisition of the services of an engineer;
engineers should take a subordinate role and support the architect‟s leading role in
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building design. Architects should also share their fees and any credit begotten by their
building projects.93 Edgar V. Seeler, in a paper read at the 1905 AIA convention,
reiterated the need for this optimal relationship between the architect and specialists in
structural systems, mechanical systems, sanitation, landscaping, interior decoration and
ornamentation. The most advantageous relationship required the architect to employ the
necessary specialists as assistants that would adhere to the designs of the architect and the
customs of the architect‟s office. 94
In addition to the tall office building, cultural changes in the late nineteenth
century advanced the need for new building types: department stores, museums,
hospitals, schools, theaters, apartments, railway stations. Increasing specialization in
building types demanded increased specialization within the ranks of those who designed
them.95 Professional journals acknowledged the need for specialized design assistance
and discussed the most effective methods for interacting with specialists during the
design project. The journals also proffered advice on the structure of the architect‟s
office in response to the changes occurring in the construction industry.
East Coast Architects and the Atelier
Journal articles discussed both the atelier and the hierarchical specialized office
during the late nineteenth century, but increasingly the discussion turned to the organized
and specialized office. Prior to 1890, the articles in professional journals that considered
architectural office structure advocated the method encouraged by the AIA and leading
New York architects, the atelier. These architects encouraged the traditional
interpretation of the architect‟s role, that of artist and planner of monumental buildings,
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despite increasing specialization in the construction industry at large.96 New York‟s most
prominent architects were trained at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts or in offices that were
styled after the Ecole‟s ateliers. They aspired to maintain an atmosphere of collaboration
between the assistants working in the office, rather than a hierarchical chain of command.
These Beaux-Arts architects viewed themselves primarily as artists and rebuffed any
architect that sought commercial commissions. 97 In contrast, Chicago architects
championed the new commercial building and emulated the corporate organizational
means and methods of their big business clients. 98 According to Louis Sullivan, Chicago
architect Daniel Burnham embraced the changes occurring in the business world in the
late nineteenth century, “…For in its tendency toward bigness, organization, delegation,
and intense commercialism, he sensed the reciprocal workings of his own mind.” 99
Burnham‟s office system, like the large corporations for which he designed, delegated
tasks to individuals with specialized abilities to achieve an efficient and effective
outcome. 100 (See Figure 7)
Articles that described the atelier as office were principally concerned with the
accoutrements of the rooms, the décor, and the pictures and photographs that decorated
the rooms and displayed architecture, both ancient and contemporary. One of the first
articles to consider the architectural office concerned the atelier arrangement of the office
of H.H. Richardson. (See Figure 8) Published in 1884, this article praised the manner in
which Richardson conducted his practice, as that of a medieval craftsman who operated
his shop out of his home and kept his apprentices under his roof, ready to work long
hours if necessary. The author considered “inspiration” to be Richardson‟s defining
approach to “student” training, citing Richardson‟s extensive use of representations and
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photographs of ancient and medieval architecture to decorate the drafting room and
library. Photographs of Richardson‟s best works adorned the walls of the exhibition
room, uniting with the other representations throughout the office to form what the author
considered a museum of architecture. (See Figure 9) This knowledge of buildings,
conceded the author, was “the making of an architect.”101 At the turn of the century,
whenever an office was “visited” in a journal article the author felt compelled to describe
the tasteful décor of the public rooms and usually commented on displays of
architecture.102 The described décor of sumptuous wallpapers, overstuffed chairs,
gleaming wood paneling and the requisite fireplace reinforced the conception of the
architect as a gentleman through the display of items associated with bourgeois status. 103
(See Figure 10)
Architects who attended the École des Beaux-Arts endeavored to recreate the
esprit des corps they encountered during their time as a student in one of the ateliers.
These architects kept their offices relatively small and encouraged a sense of active
participation in all the commissions the office received. 104 A series of articles that
appeared in AR in 1900 presented pictorial essays of the principal rooms of the offices of
several prominent architects, and the draftsmen that worked in the offices. 105 Of interest
are the numbers of individuals present in these photographs. Two of the workshops, as
the offices were called by the articles, had submitted photographs of the gathered office
staff, the workshops of George Post and of Ernest Flagg. (See Figures 11 and 12) The
Carrère and Hastings‟s workshop photographs displayed the drafting rooms with the
draftsmen at their desks. It appears that there were approximately 23 working in the
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office of Carrère and Hastings. Ernest Flagg had at least 22 men working in his office
and George Post had a minimum of 38 men in his office. 106
The typical American Beaux-Arts atelier in the early twentieth century
maintained about twenty-five employees, which was considered a fairly small number of
direct employees in terms of a large architectural office with numerous commissions. 107
Flagg, Carrère and Hastings, and Post were New York architects, each of whom had
attended the Ecole des Beaux-Arts and each had numerous commissions. Flagg designed
only one skyscraper in his career, the Singer Tower, and was an outspoken opponent of
this type of commercial building.108 Both Carrère and Hastings were critics of the tall
commercial building and the firm did not design any skyscrapers until the second decade
of the twentieth century. 109 Both of these architectural offices appeared to be attempting
to recreate the atmosphere of the atelier, the office arrangement encouraged by the AIA.
The New Architectural Office
Photographic evidence suggests George Post had nearly twice as many men
working in his office as in the other two featured offices. Analysis of the office methods
used by Post offers insight to the reason behind the large number of employees.
Although a New York Beaux-Arts architect, Post was considered the “father of the tall
building in New York” and was practiced in utilizing new technologies in his designs. 110
In the 1870‟s, George B. Post‟s office was involved in the design of many of the office
buildings in New York. The corporate client required a building that was not only an
effective symbol of their place in the commercial world but an efficient one that would
accommodate their office functions and allow for the production of income from building
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tenants, all the while being designed and constructed in the most expeditious manner
possible. By 1872, Post employed nine assistants and had set up a system to have
different individuals work on different aspects of a project simultaneously. Of the several
hundred drawings produced for a project in Post‟s office in the 1870s, the majority were
full scale details and relatively few were of the entire building, but by the turn of the
twentieth century a building project required significantly more drawings to transmit the
necessary information to the many tradesmen involved in the construction of the
building.111
As buildings became more complex, and as construction tradesmen became
specialized in their knowledge, the architect needed to impart enough detailed
information to allow construction to progress efficiently. 112 By the 1890s, complex
buildings could easily require 3,500 to 5,000 individual drawings for construction.
Detailed specifications for all the materials to be incorporated within the building were
also required. This mass of information required both an efficient work force for their
production and an effective system for their sorting, distributing and storage.113 The
photograph of Post‟s office in the 1900 issue of AR provided evidence that this was a
work place governed by a hierarchical chain of command; in fact, office records indicate
that by 1900, Post employed sixty individuals. 114
After 1890, professional journals began to publish articles concerning this new
type of office management. This new discourse deliberated on how the architect could
manage an office system to enable successful dealings with clients, consultants and
contractors. By the turn of the twentieth century, the most successful architectural offices
were efficiently organized around a logical division of labor and had an established
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managerial hierarchy. This similarity to contemporary corporate business offices allowed
for a common understanding when doing business with corporate clients. Additionally,
the hierarchical and well-organized management of the architectural office reinforced
professional claims of superior knowledge and ability. 115
Project and Document Management
During the 1890s, architectural offices were evolving to accommodate changes in
the construction industry. As the construction industry advanced, the architectural
profession struggled to retain its place as architects faced challenges brought about by the
administrative expertise of the general contractor and the specialized knowledge of the
engineer. To succeed in the market the architect needed to adopt the efficient
organization and service of the general contractor and the specialized expertise of the
engineer. 116 In addition to hiring specialists, the architectural office needed methods of
coordination between both the workers and the documents they produced. Procedures
needed to be implemented to ensure that all steps were followed for each commission,
resulting in a complete set of contract documents and an accurate construction of the
building.
Articles that discussed efficient step-by-step methods of handling a project
utilizing a practical division of labor and cast the new procedure against the traditional
single practitioner model of practice initiated a dialogue about how the architect should
adapt to the changes in the construction industry. One of the first articles that addressed
the efficient division of labor for an incoming commission was “The Management of an
Architect‟s Office” in the August 1891 issue of AABN. The article suggested a system to
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manage the architect‟s office in a methodical manner and according to business
principles. The key to success in the architectural office was the “proper sub-division” of
the work and “systematic” accomplishment of the various tasks needed to complete each
commission. The author promoted training in one area of expertise that with repetition
would allow for the production of a product of greater value to the client. Recognizing
that specialization was a multifaceted undertaking involving the division of the project
into logical parts, and the project‟s development by specialized labor according to a
standardized method, the author described a “natural” subdivision of the work to be
followed for each commission and identified the key personnel in a typical architect‟s
office.117 In four subsequent issues of the journal, the writer detailed ideas for office
layout, the procedures for each step of the design process, including the individuals
responsible for carrying them forward, and how each step was to be coordinated between
the various individuals and portions of the work. The article detailed how to
systematically organize all drawings and documents to facilitate their use and retrieval.
The design and construction processes were laid out in minute detail, conveying the steps
of each procedure and how each of the office personnel was involved. The article
concluded with representations of informational forms used to gather and distribute the
factual details of each commission. 118
The idea that the systematic organization of the architectural office could be
represented as a perfect plan, free from real world limitations, was put forth by H. E.
Perkins in the February 1891 issue of AABN. In “System in the Architects‟ Office,”
Perkins defined system in business as the combination of numerous procedures that work
toward one result; the division of the necessary effort into many parts to produce the
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required result and to keep each in harmony and constant motion. In reference to the
architect‟s office, he considered the desired result to be the “successful guidance of
building operations” and the instruments of success to be the plans, specifications,
contracts and superintendence. The number of individuals required to produce these
instruments of guidance demanded a system to govern the process. Perkins described the
ideal system to develop contract documents by describing in detail how each drawing,
specification, and business paper must be created, distributed and preserved for each
commission.119
Relationship with the General Contractor
In addition to the organized and specialized office, journal articles considered the
ways in which architects needed to interact with the new entity of the general contractor.
The general contractor provided managerial and organizational expertise, and full-time
administration of the building process. They expertly served the client by providing
material and labor estimates, coordination of the bids and award of the contracts,
scheduling and logistics of the construction, and certification of payments. The general
contractor sought to usurp the architect‟s control of building superintendence, his
management of the design and building team, and his advisory role with the client.120
The architect‟s interaction with the general contractor was part of the evolving
discourse that considered the architect‟s role in the construction industry. Articles in the
professional journals emphasized that this interface needed to be one of assurance on the
part of the architect. The June 1896 issue of IA transcribed a lecture given by James R.
Willet to the senior architectural students at the Art Institute of Chicago. It conveyed the
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importance of the business aspects of architectural practice and their impact on the
architect‟s relationship with both the building owner and the general contractor. Willet
implored the architect to learn the business ways of both the owner and the contractor.
The architect was under a contractual obligation to the owner and needed to
accommodate him in terms of acceptable design and practical limits, giving the owner
what he wanted, ensuring the finished building looked better than the design drawings.
The architect needed to be both familiar with and utilize building trade terms to both
demonstrate knowledge and allow for ease of communication; builders understood trade
terms more fully than a complete explanation in common English. The architect was
responsible for seeing to the accurate construction of the building according to the plans
and specifications, but was not responsible for directing the contractor or the tradesmen.
In his dealings with the contractor, the article advised the young architect to learn as
much as possible from him, but not to rely upon him to design any part of the work. Nor
was the architect to accept the contractor‟s work as compliant with the drawings and
specifications without actual visual knowledge. In addition to interactions with the
owner and contractor, the architect needed to be knowledgeable about the process
involved in the execution of a building project. Willet conceded that this advice could
not be found in any architectural course but was of vital importance to the success of any
architect.121 In the article “The Management of an Architect‟s Office,” an explicit list of
how to interact with the contractor was made and the importance of cooperation and
assertion on the part of the architect was stressed. 122
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The Role of the Architect
The discourse in professional journal articles at the turn of the century ultimately
concerned the architect‟s role in the evolving construction industry and discussed how the
architect should conduct his practice. Many advocated the time-honored system of the
atelier and an avoidance of commercial commissions. Toward the end of the nineteenth
century, however, articles that correlated business methods with a successful practice
appeared in the journals with increasing frequency. This conflict between the conception
of architecture as art and architectural practice as a business was interwoven with and
directly linked to the discourse about the architect‟s role in the construction industry.
Each faction had its own opinion of the architect‟s role.
By the early twentieth century, specialization in the architectural field was well on
its way to becoming the norm. At the same time, the conflict within the architectural
community between the concepts of the architect as artist versus the architect as
businessman was ongoing and unresolved. In the May 1902 issue of IA, Julius F. Harder
challenged the idea of the architect as an artist, a picture maker, a befogged dreamer. He
argued that the ability to design and the capacity for business were not “fatally
antagonistic” qualities. The prerequisite of being a good architect was not a
preoccupation with ornamental form and an aversion to progressive thought. On the
contrary, Harder proclaimed that the most prominent American architects were shrewd
businessmen, willing to hire those with artistic ability when the need arose. Harder stated
that within the modern structure of society the successful architect was a businessman
first and an artist afterward. Commissions fell to those who were unsurpassed in their
business acumen. 123
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The trend toward specialization was summarized at the end of the period in an
insightful article published in the April 1905 issue of AR. It called attention to the
adverse effects that would befall the architectural profession if it failed to align itself with
business principles. The article, titled, “Socialism and the Architect”, claimed that the
“industrial machinery of the twentieth century demanded of each individual the
performance of the task for which he is best equipped.” The author, Charles Henry
Israels, suggested that the architect had forsaken his specialization, his art, to become a
businessman, a requirement of any individual wishing to be successful in the new
industrial age. The business aspects of twentieth century architectural practice left little
time for the thoughtful contemplation of the client‟s problem and the development of an
aesthetically pleasing solution. Israels stated that the architect needed to relinquish the
management of his practice to an individual well versed in modern business practices.
The architect himself was to become a cog in the complex machine of the successful
architectural office, specializing as an artist.124
The journal articles published between 1890 and 1905 reveal the discussion by
those in the profession of the proper conduct of the practice of architecture. The forces of
the changing marketplace and the traditions of the architect‟s role competed during this
period on the pages of professional journals. The discourse considered the manner in
which to engage experts, the operation of office tasks, and the role of the architect within
the construction industry. New ideas about the conduct of architectural practice were
proposed in some journal articles and traditional methods were shored up in other
articles. The period at the turn of the twentieth century was a time of debate about the
means and methods of architectural practice.
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Evidence indicates that by the turn of the twentieth century, the majority of large
offices followed prevailing business management practices. Increasing specialization
caused the method of work within the office to shift from collaboration to division.
Specialists were needed in the production of a complete building design, and managers
were required to coordinate the work of these specialists. However, the public‟s
perception of architectural practice remained that of a single designer who was able to
provide designs for a myriad of different types of buildings. This perception was made
possible by the employment of specialists who were able to supply the specialized design
services that allowed the “architect” to present a comprehensive design to his client. 125
Large architectural firms had individuals that the public perceived as the “architect” – for
example, Daniel Burnham – but who in reality allowed the design and development of
“their” buildings to be carried out by the myriad of specialists that worked behind the
scenes in the architectural office. (See Figure 13)
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Office Management Articles, 1905 to 1917
The Specialized Architectural Office
“System and organization are the mechanism of
profitable practice. System makes possible effective
expedition in office work. Organization is the medium
for applying the labor of the office economically.”
H. S. Kissam126

After 1905, the discourse turned from the abstract to the concrete as the articles
about the management of the architectural office demonstrated methods, devices and
plans that were used by some of the larger architectural offices in the United States. Prior
to 1905, the architect‟s role in the changing construction industry and how that role
shaped the ideal office were the focus of journal articles concerned with the architectural
workplace. This earlier discourse considered the impacts that new methods of building
design and construction would and should have on how the architect operated his
practice. After the turn of the twentieth century, the discourse within the professional
journals shifted to a promotion of office management practices and procedures that
adhered to the conventional business practices of the day. The discourse stressed how an
organized office could more completely and efficiently satisfy the clients‟ needs.
Although many of these articles took the form of transcripts of lectures given by
practicing architects, others described “visits” to practicing architects offices, imparting
tangible knowledge of their day to day operations.
From around 1905 until the First World War, architectural offices across the
country were reconfiguring themselves. Although the AIA still maintained its
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convictions against architecture as a business, practicing architects realized that a
specialized office, one that utilized an organized and expert work force and followed
standardized and coordinated procedures, was the key to success. The primary concern
was how an office went about developing systems and procedures that were efficient and
effective. The development of the basic fundamentals for the organization and operation
of an architectural office such as filing systems, office configuration, uniform paper sizes,
drawings organization and standardization, and process standardization was shaped by
the journal articles of the period.
Scientific Management of the Office
The theory of scientific management influenced the management of the
architectural office by providing a framework for developing office procedures. Fredrick
Winslow Taylor developed his principles of scientific management during the period of
labor unrest that resulted from the rapid bureaucratization of industry. Taylor published
his first volume on scientific management principles in 1903 and his renowned book,
Principles of Scientific Management, in 1911.127 Taylor‟s theorized procedures of work
revolutionized the methods of industrial production in the United States and led to the
scientific systematization of other aspects of American life through the use of planning,
standardization and scientific method. Scientific management of the factory resulted in
the assembly line and the advent of mass production by mechanizing processes and
utilizing standardized parts and procedures. 128 White collar offices were rationalized in
the new office building. The ability to create large rooms to house numerous workers
that performed the same jobs utilizing labor saving devices like the telephone and
typewriter allowed for efficient work procedures and ease of supervision. 129
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Scientific management influenced the day-to-day operations of the large
architectural office by introducing organizational methods, a separation of planning and
execution, specialized labor, and standardization. The need for systematic organization
of personnel, information and procedures in the architect‟s office became an important
topic in the journals during the early twentieth century. In the 1911 volume of The
Western Architect, an article by Walter H. Kilham, a Boston architect, considered the
tasks that took place in the everyday office practice of architects. Kilham described the
duties of the architect as being 1) the design of the building and the production of
intelligible working drawings and specifications; 2) the attainment of contractor bids and
coordination of the letting of the contracts for construction; 3) and realization of the
proper execution of the work and the certification of payments to the contractor. To
accomplish these responsibilities, Kilham suggested that the architectural office function
like a “business machine or system,” most importantly, one that was virtually
undetectable to the client or contractor who came in contact with the office
environment.130 Systematized organization of the architectural office was necessary for
the effective operation of this “machine.” Articles that considered organization in the
architectural office were concerned with two important systems: one for information and
one for labor.
Document and Information Management
The volume of paperwork related to any particular building was proportional to its
complexity, making a logical and efficient filing system critical to the successful
operation of any architectural office. Most architects, however, were unfamiliar with
filing systems and needed guidance in devising an effective system. The importance of a
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comprehensive mechanism for dealing with the large amounts of paper generated with
any project was a regular topic in the journal articles during this period. These articles
supplied practical advice, recommending a simple, streamlined filing system and
suggesting a complete system be established at the commencement of a practice, even if
it was not wholly utilized at first.131 Kilham stressed the importance of an efficient filing
system for correspondence, specifications and drawings, and the convenience of using
standard sizes of paper for these items.132 The office of Carrère and Hastings utilized a
centralized filing room around which the rest of the office was planned. Every drawing,
specification, order, letter, sample, shop drawing and other instrument of information
passed through the filing room to be recorded and eventually stored.133 Trowbridge and
Livingston employed a system that kept all client notes, correspondence and meeting
minutes pertaining to a project on a designated clipboard in the specification writer‟s
office, after copies had been distributed to all the necessary parties. 134 The office of
Charles A. Platt developed a system of vertical drawers with hinged bars that held sets of
project drawings for their secure filing and ready reference. The size of these drawings
was governed by the width of the drawer, 36”, allowing drawings to be no more than 36”
in height although it was mentioned that the drawers could accommodate drawings of any
length.135 In Donn Barber‟s office, all drawings and specifications were controlled by the
plan clerk, sorted and folded to uniform sizes depending upon their type, and stored in
drawers by project.136 (See Figure 14)
As the number of entities involved in the design and construction of a building
increased, it became imperative to the successful architectural office that all information,
decisions and observations be recorded. The influence of scientific management inspired
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the use of various forms to manage this information. The managing partner determined
what information would be required by all participants in the production of working
drawings and construction superintendence of the finished building and developed
standard forms that relayed that information in the most precise and concise manner.
Preprinted forms ensured the accurate recording of all necessary information to allow for
the efficient administration of all phases of the project.
The forms utilized by many of the larger architectural offices were often
reproduced in journal articles, allowing an insight into the types of the management
information that the various offices used in the course of productive work on any given
project. The development of these forms recognized that the execution of each project
required the management of the same types of information and that several different
entities would require efficient access to that information. In the August 1908 issue of
AABN, H.S. Kissam discussed the need for standardizing and systematizing information
onto documents of uniform size, emphasizing that these information documents or
“forms” were the fundamental managing substance of any office system. Forms that
were suitable for recording the facts and design details necessary to execute each
individual‟s portion of the work were essential. Kissam discussed in detail the forms that
were needed for each phase of a project in an architect‟s office; the phases included,
being engaged to do the work, initiating the work, awarding the contract for the work‟s
construction and having the work conducted and concluded. For each phase, Kissam
listed the forms that should be used and mentioned that many of the same forms were
used in several stages of the work.137 The office of Kenneth Murchison used a
considerable number of preprinted forms of uniform size, tending toward the adoption of
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the size of the standard business letter sheet. 138 In an article in the 1913 issue of BB, D.
Everett Waid, New York architect and future AIA president, advised the architect to
devise a system of reports and forms that allowed an understanding of the status of every
project in order to allow him knowledge of all details to thwart errors and wasted
effort.139 The 1914 issue of BB published fourteen forms utilized in the office of George
B. Post and Sons and included a description of how and when they should be used in the
management of a project.140 (See Figure 15)
In addition to forms used strictly in the office to record client decisions and the
time spent by a draftsman on a certain project, reports from the construction site recorded
by the architect‟s superintendent were critical to the successful completion of the building
as well as the accurate payments to the contractor. Mann and MacNeille‟s forms were
the necessary controls for the management of their construction work and were similar to
controls found in any competent contractor‟s office procedures.141

In another article in

the 1913 issue of BB, Waid reproduced superintendent‟s report forms from the offices of
H. Van Buren Magonigole and Ludlow & Peabody and pointedly reminded the reader of
the importance of these reports to any architectural office as evidenced by the number of
firms that used them. Waid allowed that the information required by each office was
often markedly different, indicating that although the profession recognized the need for
information from the construction site, it was not yet sure of what data was most
significant.142
The organization practices for the informational aspects of the architect‟s work
were complemented by the division of labor among the employees. The division of labor
within the large architectural office developed along the principles of scientific
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management. The separation of the planning and execution of the project was critical to
the efficient production of contract documents in the architectural office and to the
successful completion of the finished building. Once the project was planned by the
principals and managers of the firm, the execution of the project was undertaken by the
specialists within the office. An article published in the August 1908 issue of AABN, a
transcription of a lecture given by H. S. Kissam to architectural students at Columbia
University, emphasized the need for system and organization in the architectural office to
expedite the work and allow for the economic use of office labor. Kissam stated that
within the architectural office the main division was between executive and productive
labor. The executive part of the office must concern itself with the organization and
efficient use of resources. The productive branch was itself divided into several parts
including the drafting department, the specification department and the construction
department. Each of these departments had certain responsibilities in the production of
the finished building.143 To illustrate that the advantages of managed offices as described
in theoretical articles were being adopted by practicing architects, the early 1910s
witnessed the publication of real world applications of specialization. Journals published
diagrams of the office layouts of prominent architects along with the description of that
office‟s division of labor, providing a tangible insight into how the division of labor was
utilized in these offices.
Layouts of Architectural Offices
Assessing the organizational systems used in the most well-known, and largest,
architectural offices in New York was perhaps the greatest acquiescence by the journals
to the notion that the modern architectural office functioned through the use of labor
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division and specialization. The journals were eager to publish the effective systems used
by practicing architects. The 1913 series of articles in BB, titled “The Business Side of
an Architect‟s Office,” requested in the preface to the first article that any architects with
devices, methods or printed forms that they have found to be invaluable in the
management of their offices write to the author in order that they may be presented in
future articles of the series. 144 Division of labor in the architect‟s office was reliant upon
the specialization of the work force. The architect‟s offices that were featured in journal
articles confirmed that specialists ran the production side of the architect‟s practice. The
labor management systems of the offices described in the articles were correlated with
the layout of the offices and how the layouts facilitated the functioning of the
organization. The largest area of the organized offices was the drafting room, as the
largest increase in employees was among draftsmen, but areas were needed for
construction superintendents and clerical staff. Office etiquette meant that separate areas
for meeting with clients and contractors were needed as well. Work areas were separated
from meeting areas and the various people that made use of the office, clients,
contractors, draftsmen, executives, clerical staff and business managers, rarely came into
contact with each other, unless office procedures dictated their interaction. 145
In 1911-12 and again in 1913-14, The Brickbuilder ran a series of articles titled
“How Architects Work” and “The Business Side of an Architect‟s Office,” respectively.
These articles were authored by D. Everett Waid and provided a look at the arrangement
and functioning of several architectural offices in New York City. Although each article
contained a description of the office‟s furnishings and decoration - suggesting an
acquiescence to the notion that the outward appearance of gentlemanly good taste was
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considered a prerequisite to the successful architectural office - the author emphasized the
unique features of the office layout that contributed to the overall efficiency of office
production.146 (See Figure 16) The progression of this series of articles indicated a
growing interest in the management functions of the offices of noted architects. In the
first article of the series, the author indicated that Charles A. Platt‟s office personnel
included engineers, specification and correspondence writers, and superintendents,
demonstrating that individuals with specialized abilities were utilized in the execution of
the plans and specifications and during the construction phases of the office‟s projects.
(See Figure 17) The description of York and Sawyer‟s office contained the statement,
“Each of the three assistant executives has [a] …private office, the location of which on
the plan indicates well his respective relation to the administrative work of the office.” In
considering the plan included in the article, it can be inferred that Mr. Ayres and Mr.
Franklin supervised the personnel working in the drafting room from their adjacent
offices. In the same manner, Mr. Benedict was responsible for the general office matters
as his office was adjacent to the portion of the office devoted to bookkeeping and
stenography. (See Figure 18) The office layout of Carrère and Hastings, “one of the
largest architectural offices in the world,” also reflected the relationships between the
various departments and their methods of administration. The office layout was based on
the office‟s management theory which stated, “that each individual should be entrusted
with the charge of certain well-defined work and then held responsible for results …”147
This statement verified that the office conducted its work through the use of
specialization, giving the responsibility for certain aspects of the projects to individuals
on the basis of their training and aptitudes. (See Figure 19)
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Beginning in the last decades of the nineteenth century, architects saw advantages
to working together for the advancement of their profession. The guarded secrecy and
fierce competition of the past was seen as a stumbling block to the future expansion of
architectural practice, due to the advancement of both the engineering profession and the
general contractor. A 1913 series of articles in BB, titled “The Business Side of an
Architect‟s Office,” considered the new “Architect‟s Building” located at 101 Park
Avenue in New York City. The building had attracted the attention of the building
industry because it had been designed and was owned by several architects and engineers,
who had made accommodations for contractor and material supplier offices within the
building. The author of these articles, D. Everett Waid, lauded the spirit of cooperation
under which the building was planned and realized, in an era of competition between
architects. This series considered the unique construction features and the flexibility of
the office space within the Architect‟s Building and made no mention of tasteful décor as
in the previous series, allowing that planning and functionality were recognized as the
critical elements of a building.148
The articles that discussed the offices located in this building focused on the
division of labor within the offices and how the office layout accommodated each
office‟s system of management. All of these offices made accommodations for middle
management. The use of these middle managers in the architect‟s office was an
indication that the era of architects as sole practitioners was at an end and the use of
specialists in the architectural office to perform the expanded services required by
building owners was replacing older methods of practice. Evidence of the developing use
of middle managers, as specialists, was supported in the depiction of the office plans of
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La Farge and Morris, and Ewing and Chappell, both of whom had made provisions in
their layout for an office manager‟s office and a superintendent‟s office. 149 (See Figure
20) The office of Mann and MacNeille had the capability of executing construction work
as an agent for the owner. The office maintained a construction department with the
resources to estimate costs, buy material, hire labor and perform construction work. As
an aside, the author warned that architects needed to familiarize themselves with
construction and structural design in order to subvert the growing tendency of contractors
and engineers to work directly for building owners to the exclusion of architects. 150 In
describing the office of McKim, Mead and White, Waid pointed out that this was the
office “from which has come the greatest volume of architectural design and executed
buildings in any age or in any country” and that “so great a volume of work must have
been the product of several minds and the handiwork of many, [that] the genius and
methods of work which could exercise such a unifying influence are naturally of interest
to the profession.” Although the article stated that Mr. Mead exclaimed that the firm has
never had a system, a reading of the rest of the article dispelled this statement. Each
project was the responsibility of one of the five junior members of the firm and this
individual oversaw the entire process: working with the client, directing the assigned
draftsmen, and reviewing reports from the superintendent. The author cited individual
responsibility as the key to the firm‟s success; the individual draftsman was responsible
for their assigned portion of the work from design development through completed
construction. 151 It is clear from this article that although the system followed by the
office of McKim, Mead and White was somewhat different than that of other offices draftsmen assigned to a specific project under the direct supervision of a principal versus
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draftsmen assigned to a certain portion of the work on all projects - it was a process that
utilized a division of labor to provide an efficiently produced set of drawings and
specifications that satisfied the client‟s needs. The atypical system used in this office was
reflected in its office layout, as the managers‟ offices are not adjacent to the drafting
personnel under their supervision. (See Figure 21)
Standardization in the Architectural Office
In addition to organizational methods applied to the information and the personnel
of the architectural office, the journal articles contained a discourse about the emerging
standardization that was occurring in the construction industry. Standardization of
architectural methods was not a new concept; the U. S. government had been employing
standardized methods since the mid-nineteenth century. The U. S. Army sought to
establish standardized plans for military forts in the West after the Civil War, but lack of
appropriate materials and construction experience forestalled that plan. In the 1870‟s,
army hospitals were the first military buildings to be standardized, as local commanders
recognized the authority of the surgeon general, who stipulated their requirements. Army
buildings were standardized by the end of the nineteenth century. The factors leading to
this were several: professionalization of the army required that officers of a certain rank
to receive certain accommodations, the availability of standard building materials due to
the development of railroads, and the recognition of the architect as a professional. 152
The Treasury Department also worked toward standardized construction, succeeding in
the 1850‟s to develop a standard design for Custom Houses under the Supervising
Architect, Ammi B. Young. In addition to standardizing the designs of federal buildings,
the Treasury Department was at the forefront of utilizing iron in the structure of their
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buildings. By the end of the nineteenth century the position of the Supervising Architect
had become one of administrator rather than designer and standardization of designs was
imperative to the continued execution of the mounting work load at the Treasury
Department. The continued development of standardization of federal buildings was
deterred by the passage and implementation of the Tarnsey Act in 1897, which obliged
the Treasury Department to allow private architects to compete for the commissions of
large public buildings.153
Standardization in the twentieth century architectural office took many forms:
uniform paper sizes for drawings and specifications, uniform methods for numbering
drawings, standard details for construction and the use of labor saving devices.
Standardization in office practice was an expansion of the specialization of architectural
practice wherein the specialists performed according to specific and consistent methods
of procedure and informational representation. Attention to the details of each individual
building demanded standardization in the production of the documents that conveyed the
architect‟s design to the building contractor. Standardized procedures allowed for the
accurate delineation of drawings and enabled informed discussion among all parties to
the design and construction of the building. Systematic management devices were
required to direct the production of design. The development of organization aids, such
as systematic numbering of drawings, distinct numbering of spaces on plans, etc.,
indicated an increasing complexity in the nature of buildings and in turn the increasing
complexity of the working drawings needed to construct these buildings. The ability of
the architect to identify and discuss distinct design details with both the owner and the
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building contractor was essential to both the accurate completion of the project and the
ability to satisfy the needs of the owner.
The production of working drawings was one of the most important elements of
the architect‟s practice, in that they were the representation of the architect‟s design that
would be used in the construction of the building. The efficient handling of the
information conveyed by the contract documents was critical to the success of the
finished building. Journal articles suggested how to efficiently produce the drawings and
specifications and how to standardize their nomenclature. Kissam recommended a
uniform size and a common method of classifying the drawings, whether they be
schematics, details, building systems or plans. He proposed that each drawing include
essential information pertinent to each job and recommended numbering each room on
the plan and each door and window opening as well. 154 Kilham advocated all rooms,
columns, windows and electrical outlets be systematically numbered to facilitate dialogue
concerning building elements, stating that it was “easier to refer in a letter to pier 3-16
than … the second pier from the southwest corner on the third floor.”155 In Charles A.
Platt‟s office even the full size details were drawn on paper no larger than thirty-six
inches by sixty inches; standardized paper sizes facilitated the ease of use and retrieval of
drawings. 156 In Donn Barber‟s office, the use of consistent page sizes for the
specifications, 8 and one half inches by 11 inches with a 1 inch right margin for headings
was, as stated by D. Everett Waid, an “unusual but excellent arrangement.”157 The
system of standardized numbering and consistent sizes for certain types of drawings was
easily understood by the draftsmen creating the drawings, the consultants hired to design
the building systems, and the contractor responsible for erecting the building.
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Articles that detailed procedures on how to develop working drawings enabled
readers to gain the knowledge to produce contract documents that were comprehendible
by all parties to the construction of the building and provided the most efficient method
of relaying the necessary information. H. Van Buren Magonigle, an expert on the
production of working drawings, authored the first of a series of articles in the May 1913
issue of BB describing the process used by his office to make these drawings, through the
use of specialized labor, labor saving devices and systems of management. Magonigle
emphasized that the architect was no longer able to get by with a general plan highlighted
with important dimensions and a few sections and elevations, spending the majority of
his time on site laying out the work and drawing profiles on the stone, as was the case for
most of the previous century. Plumbing, heating, ventilation, electrical and structural
systems had been unknown to the architect during that time. The task of producing
working drawings had become vastly more important because of the increased
complexity and scale of buildings. The use of system in the production of working
drawings was essential to the efficiency of the architect‟s office to reduce time, costs, and
aggravation. To facilitate use and reference, the drawings for any particular job should
all be of the same dimension, and a number of sheets of that dimension should be precut
for use in making new drawings, thus saving drafting time. The efficiency of information
contained in the working drawings was another key component of Magonigle‟s article.
He differentiated the level of detail required between working drawings and studies.
Design studies presented to the owner required the full detail of the design, but working
drawings only needed to convey all necessary information to the contractor, no more and
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no less, in order to conserve the office resources of both drafting time and materials. He
admonished the reader that the working drawing was not a picture. 158
Comparison of the methods of working drawing production in large architectural
offices and governmental architectural offices conveyed the necessity for economy of
time and material and the efficiencies of labor saving devices. Magonigle evaluated the
working drawings produced in the office of McKim, Mead and White for the Municipal
Office Building of New York City, an extremely large and complex building. Several
hundred drawings were required of the architect. Magonigle commented on the
numbering system used for the drawings that allowed for ease of reference; notes were
made on the drawings themselves that referenced the memoranda and correspondence
that modified the drawings. The greatest use of standardization and systematic
production of working drawings was found in the offices of C. B. J. Snyder, the
superintendent of New York City Schools, and Oscar Wenderoth, the Supervising
Architect of the Treasury Department. Snyder was responsible for designing millions of
dollars of school buildings each year and had standardized certain types of plans, whose
elevations were redesigned for each different school building. Beyond standardized
plans, Snyder had developed standardized details for many repetitious items such as
staircases and wall sections. The applicable standard details were bound with the
working drawings for a particular building. 159 Architect William Bryce Mundie stated
that the school buildings he designed during his five-year tenure with the Chicago Board
of Education were varied as to style and size, but the construction details had been
standardized, allowing an efficient development of working drawings and a familiarity
during construction of both the contractor and the architect‟s superintendent.160
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Magonigle‟s account of work done in the office of the Supervising Architect of the
United States Treasury acknowledged that the plans and details of the buildings designed
by Oscar Wenderoth had been standardized, due principally to the amount of money
saved by using this method. The numbering system for the working drawings reserved a
group of 100 numbers for a particular type of drawing within the set. Wenderoth used
one set of plans to record all the changes that took place during the construction of the
building, maintained by the draftsman in charge of the project.161 Although Magonigle
did not believe that any architectural office should turn itself into a factory, he did see the
benefit of utilizing certain methods of manufacturing that would reduce costs.162
The systematic use of labor saving devices, developed in conjunction with the
standardized methods and specialized labor division of the architectural office, was
intended to improve efficiency and reduce costs. Magonigle utilized zinc cuts of the title
lettering made for each job, by applying printer‟s ink and marking each of the sheets for
that job. 163 The office system of Donn Barber advocated the use of various types of
rubber stamps for consistency and reduction of labor. As labor saving devices, as well as
organizational tools, rubber stamps were developed for repetitive activities. 164 The office
of Ford, Butler and Oliver standardized a set of typical specifications that could easily be
modified to meet the requirements of any job. The firm also used the new set of contract
documents that had been recently standardized by the American Institute of Architects. 165
A profession-wide trend toward standardization was evidenced during this period
through certain advertisements for standardized products that appeared in the journals.
The development and introduction of the AIA Standard Documents provided uniform
contracts, general conditions, bonds, proposals and subcontracts across the architectural
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profession and building industry. The documents were developed by the AIA in
conjunction with legal specialists and representatives of the Building Trade Association
of America. They standardized the general requirements to the contract for building
construction so there was no need to reinvent them every time a building project was
contemplated. Available to and used by the members of the AIA beginning in 1916, the
January 1918 issue of The Architectural Forum carried an advertisement for the purchase
of the forms piecemeal or as a complete set, thereby making them available to the
architectural profession at large.166 Both Sweet‟s Indexed Catalogue of Building
Construction and the Building Trade Catalogs (A. B. C. System) included materials
manufacturers‟ catalogs that had been standardized in size, classified into a system, and
presented in binders. This information was needed by the architect for inclusion in the
specifications for building projects. 167 The initial 1905 announcement of the production
of Sweets declared that information about building material was just as important and
equally as interesting as the “art side” of architecture. Claiming that the entire
architectural profession had condemned the current “catalog method,” architects were
encouraged to send away for their free copy and keep up to date with the new department
dedicated to providing up-dated catalog information that would be published in
Architectural Record, another Dodge publication.168 The 1905 publication of Sweets
Catalog was the initial action that led to the development of standardized specification
sections providing a systematic means identifying materials for use in the construction of
complex modern structures.169
The architectural production methods put forth in the journal articles published in
the early twentieth century demonstrated that the concept of architecture as a business
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had been accepted by the majority of the profession, even if it was still discouraged by
the official policies of the AIA. As a business that existed to satisfy the requirements of
the building owner, the architectural office strove to become and remain successful by
implementing procedures that ensured the efficient use of labor and materials as a means
to control costs and maximize profits. During this period, journal articles provided
general guidelines about how to operate an architectural office and gave specific
suggestions on how to perform certain office-related tasks. An editor‟s note in one article
reprimanded architects to heed the changes occurring in the business world and to adjust
their practices to incorporate system and efficiency in order to reduce expenses and
improve their production. The editor praised the office that operated within a system
where each individual knew his work and was surrounded by the implements and means
required to carry out that work.170
The discourse established in the articles that concerned the architectural office
during the early twentieth century was related to the nuts and bolts of the operation. It
was generally accepted within the profession that architecture was a business, and
practicing architects needed information to establish efficient and effective office
procedures. Articles that described the actual business methods used by large
architectural offices made the reader aware of the growing trend of modernization and
illustrated how the systems utilized could be adapted and expanded as a firm grew.
Although each office had developed varied procedures, the beginnings of the
standardized methods of today‟s architectural offices are recognizable: standard methods
of organizing drawings and office forms, the use of project forms, the systematic
numbering of drawings and specification sections, the use of standardized paper sizes,
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and the job specific modification of standardized documents, specifically specifications
and contracts. During this period, journal articles considered the office practices of wellknown architects in an effort to promote business methods with concrete examples of
procedures that had been developed to facilitate the production of work in offices that
employed a large number of architectural workers. The presentation of actual office
practices gave the reader tangible knowledge of business operations that allowed for the
efficient completion of complex commissions.
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Evidence of Changes in Practice, 1917 to 1920
The Post-War Committee of the AIA
“…in our professional practice with these officials
….have we established, through efficient and
capable professional service rendered, that deep
seated conviction of the administrative ability of an
architect, or has the congressional conception of an
architect as a dreamer and long-haired creator of
useless but expensive dewdaddles come to the
Capital only from the supervising architect‟s
office?”
John Lawrence Mauran, AIA President 171

The discourse about architectural practice changed dramatically after World War
I. Architects, particularly the members of the American Institute of Architects, began to
question the purpose of architectural practice and its relationship to society as a whole.
This change in attitude was precipitated by the government response to building needs
during the war, particularly the need for housing for industrial workers. The AIA felt that
the government did not adequately utilize the design knowledge of the architectural
community when attempting to ramp up the design and construction of needed worker
housing during war. This slight caused the architectural community to re-evaluate their
image in the eyes of the public and their own perception of what their contribution to
society at large should be. The self-questioning of their service and the insistence by
many that architects needed to serve all of society was founded on the progressive
attitudes prevalent in the 1910s.
In the early twentieth century, Progressive Era reformers attempted to institute
changes that would benefit all members of American society. Beginning as local reform
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movements, by the 1910s Progressivism had become a national endeavor that attempted
to provide solutions to the social ills that industrialization had begotten. 172 The urban
reforms associated with progressivism included those directed at improving the living
conditions of the urban poor. Jacob Riis‟ exposé of tenement life in 1890 prompted
reform movements that resulted in the adoption of Tenement Laws that tried to alleviate
poor living conditions by requiring fireproof construction, inspections of new buildings
and the implementation of required standards for construction. City government was one
of the root causes of the ills of society at the turn of the twentieth century; unaffected by
the plight of the urban poor, city government made no attempt to provide a safe
environment or to develop methods to equitably provide and distribute municipal
services. 173 The City Beautiful movement was a response to the urban reforms of the
progressive era that strove to provide a civic center that was accessible to all urban
residents, in an effort to emphasize civic unity and counter the problems of urban living
conditions. 174 The American city was divided between the “haves” and the “have nots,”
with architects providing services exclusively to the “haves.” Architects as a whole did
not question this arrangement until after World War I.
The public perceived the services of the architect as being a privilege reserved for
rich gentlemen and corporate giants. Architects were considered partial to opulence and
extravagant decoration and not inclined to design efficient livable housing for the masses.
Progressive reformers questioned the lack of social conscience displayed by local
developers in providing housing to the masses of the working class. 175 In response to the
accusations of the reformers, some in the architectural community questioned the
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precepts of traditional architectural practice, asking whether the architect should impart
his knowledge to alleviate the problems caused by inadequate housing for the urban poor.
The discourse about architectural practice after America‟s entrance into World
War I centered around two topics: how could architects better serve the community and
how could architects modernize the profession to attain the achievements of the engineer
and general contractor. The most significant change in the character of the discourse was
the initiative taken by the AIA to be not only a vocal part, but to lead the discussion about
how the architectural profession needed to change. AIA President John Lawrence
Mauran‟s address to the fifty-first convention of the American Institute of Architects in
1918 reflected on the dilemma architects faced when the United States became involved
in World War I. (See Figure 22) Published in the April 1918 issue of the JAIA, the
address examined the reasons for the underutilization of architects in the war effort and
considered the consequences wrought by the lack of government acceptance of offers of
service from the country‟s leading architects. 176 Mauran gave several examples of
individual architects or small groups that had been utilized by the government for the war
effort. He then raised the issue to the convened members of the Institute as to why so
few had been able to impart their patriotic service. Answering his own question, Mauran
announced that the reason was that neither Annapolis nor West Point had courses in
architecture and that the engineers these academies turned out had no idea about the
knowledge the architect possessed in terms of planning, efficient design and construction
technique. Again posing a question to the convened members, Mauran asked that even if
the military engineers were not aware of the talents of architects, why didn‟t politicians
from “back home” recommend the services of architects? Mauran found fault with the
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members of the architectural profession itself, contending that many architects had been
attracted to the City Beautiful movement but were less inspired by the City Practical.
This preference for grandiose schemes precipitated the conception in the minds of the
Washington contingent of the architect as a “dreamer and long-haired creator of useless
but expensive dewdaddles.” Mauran argued that to a certain degree the misunderstanding
that architects faced at the beginning of the war was due to the architectural profession
itself, in its failure to act for the betterment of the community during peacetime. He
called upon all members of the Institute to act toward the advancement of the profession
in the mind of the public at large.177

Establishment of the Post-War Committee
Because of the many issues that surrounded the practice of architecture
immediately following the war, a committee to consider the practice of architecture in
America and to report its findings to the membership at large was established the during
the 51st Annual Convention of the AIA. This committee, called the “Post-War
Committee on Architectural Practice,” developed a multifarious scheme to petition all
members of the architectural profession in the United States, including those who were
not members of any professional society, as to their opinions of the relationship of the
architect with the public, with the building industry and with their fellow architects to
determine the status of the profession as it existed at that time. The information received
from the answers to a questionnaire would be developed into a program to improve the
efficiency and adequacy of architectural practice in the United States. In addition, the
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committee would share the information with the architectural societies of other countries,
and would obtain and distribute information about these same societies. 178
The objective of the Post-War Committee was to determine the intersection of
business and architectural practice and report back to the profession on how the
architectural profession should conduct itself in the future.179 The Committee proposed
to evaluate several main areas of architectural practice, including the attitude of the
public toward the Architect, the relation of the Architect to the other professions, crafts,
industries and trade organizations of the building industry, the relation of the AIA to the
profession as a whole, and the relation of the system of architectural education to the
requirements of an architect.180 This list of study subjects was quite comprehensive and
the committee believed that having the opinions in all these areas of inquiry from the
architects of the nation would provide extensive knowledge of how architecture was
practiced in the nation, in each region, in each large city, in each small town and in each
office. Most importantly, it would provide information indicating trends in the practice
of architecture that would enable the committee to develop a program of change to guide
architects across the nation to more efficient and sufficient methods of architectural
practice. 181
The guiding questions and narrative for each category of the inquiry conveyed the
major dilemmas facing the practice of architecture and the internal conflicts that had been
played out in the years leading up to the war: what role should business play in the
architectural office, what role should the architect play in the building process, and how
should the architect serve society. The first major point of inquiry was “the relationship
of the Architect to the Public” and pertained to the Architect‟s interaction with the Public.
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This question brought to light some of the major conflicts that had existed within the
architectural ranks for several years, those concerned with the effects of business
methods on the practice of architecture. The architect in general did not concern himself
with business, civic or political organizations that could benefit from his expertise. By
excluding himself from organizations that were principally concerned with living
conditions and civic improvements, the architect had failed the public by not imparting
his specialized knowledge of planning and construction. Another point of the inquiry
questioned whether architecture was an art, a profession, or a business. The public
perceived the construction of a building to be a business proposition and associated the
process with engineers and contractors, not architects. The design and planning required
for buildings was viewed as secondary to the actual construction. 182 These questions
touch upon the discourse presented in the professional journals since the turn of the
century, the question of how the profession could maintain its artistic side while
incorporating methods and systems that would advance the practice along business-like
lines and how the architect could retain and strengthen his position in the building
process.
The second point of inquiry concerned improving the relationship between the
architect and the building contractor to be cooperative rather than adversarial. The war
had encouraged the business community to find ways to efficiently increase production,
and architects had fallen behind in their ability to prepare their product efficiently and in
coordination with the other participants of the construction process. The program of the
Committee asked whether it would not be better to coordinate the work of the architect,
the engineers, and the contractor from the very beginning of the project.183
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The final point of inquiry of the Post-War Committee‟s program dealt with the
relationship between the architect and his colleagues, questioning how professional
organizations should be administered, how competitions should be managed and how
those interested in becoming an architect should be taught. Very few practicing
architects of the period belonged to a professional organization and the program sought to
understand why individuals chose not to join, offering the supposition that the
organizations spent too much time considering the art of architecture and developing
rules to regulate the practice of its members. The program noted that new ways of living,
industrial production and social interaction were rapidly changing the ways the architect
designed and that provisions were needed to keep the architect up to date with the rapidly
advancing industrial progress of the nation.184 The program of the Post-War Committee
sought to collect information to inform the profession about how architectural practice
was conducted throughout the country in hopes of determining which methods held the
greatest potential for the future development and success of the profession.
The establishment of the Post-War Committee provoked myriad opinions from
individuals, regional chapters of the AIA, and other architectural organizations. These
opinions suggested additional questions for the inquiry, expressed opposition to certain
questions and evaluated the effectiveness of the program. 185 Following the convention,
an editorial published in the May 1918 issue of WA praised the proceedings, noting that
they addressed the nature of the architect‟s service and his duty to educate the public
instead of the usual discussion of ethics and ideals. The editorial likened the new
inclination of the AIA to the practical work of the Western Association of Architects of
the 1890s.186

To advance the cause of the Post-War Committee, other professional
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journals carried commentary and published reports of the several sub-committees. One
report, covering the methodology and purpose of the Post-War Committee‟s program,
was published in the February 26, 1919 issue of The American Architect. The editors of
AA promised to give the fullest publicity to the program due to the fact that the AIA
proposed to survey the entire profession, the majority of which were not members of the
Institute. The editors indicated the reason for the inquiry was because “the experience of
the war ha[d] bared the weakness of long established methods of performance until
institutions of every kind, hitherto thought to be effective, ha[d] been found wanting” and
that its purpose was to determine the “right relationships” of architectural practice; did
the architect have a “right relationship” with the public, with the rest of the building
industry, and with each other.187 The support of the program by journal editors
reinforced the idea that the audience of professional journals was not limited to the
members of an architectural society, but included all types of individuals involved in the
building industry and acknowledged that the published articles would be of interest to all
factions of the architectural community.
The discourse in professional journals brought about by the formation of the PostWar Committee was centered on three topics: the service of the architect to society, the
efficacy of the AIA to the architectural profession, and the value of business procedure to
the operation of the architectural office. The first two topics of discussion functioned to
convince the profession that they needed to abandon their adherence to the precepts of
nineteenth century customs. The gentlemanly principles that had guided architectural
practice in the past had no place in the egalitarian society or with the industrial
philosophy of America.
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The Architect and the Public
The discourse concerning the architect and his service to society was a reflection
of the rejection by the U.S. government of the service of the architect during the military
build-up after the entry into World War I. Several architects authored articles that
questioned the reasons why architects found themselves in the predicament of being
unable to give away their services as the country turned its attention to the war effort. In
the February 1918 issue of the JAIA, Milton B. Medary, Jr. requested architects to
examine their responsibility to society as a whole. He asked the architectural profession
to dispel the self-laudatory attitude rampant within the profession and consider how the
profession could serve humanity better in this time of crisis. He warned architects that
the public would judge architects not by isolated examples of great works but by their
contribution to a more tolerable existence for the whole of society. 188 Medary reiterated
his points in an address to the Institute during the 51st convention, titled “The Architect
After the War,” published in the May 1918 issue of JAIA. In his address, he called upon
architects to utilize their knowledge of planning for the betterment of the health, morals
and general life of the community. He stated that the public at large was convinced that
the work of the architect was an indulgence of the wealthy. Medary considered this
knowledge of the public mindset crucial to the profession‟s consideration of how to
promote the cause of architecture.189
The Architect and the AIA
Architects across the nation were concerned with how the AIA was promoting the
use of architectural services. Too often, architectural organizations had failed to promote
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the profession to the public, being too concerned with internal regulation. Joseph C.
Llewellyn commented on the address of Sidney Webb to the Royal Institute of British
Architects concerning professional associations in the March 1918 issue of The Western
Architect. Webb had conducted a study of professional associations, concluding that
they had undergone changes; they began as subject associations, appealing to all
interested in a certain subject, but over time amateurs tended to drop out and the
association concerned itself with rules, codes and fee regulation until it became an
exclusive club that attempted to keep all work along its line within the membership.
Llewellyn stated that it should be no surprise to the profession that the public had no idea
what an architect did because historically the architect failed to serve ninety percent of
the population. Llewellyn reiterated Medary‟s position that architects should turn their
attention to finding ways to be useful to a larger public. 190
The discourse that questioned the way that professional societies functioned
precipitated change in the protocol of architectural associations, most particularly the
American Institute of Architects. The AIA‟s code of ethics came under question,
especially the code dealing with advertising. Commentary appearing in the 1918 issue of
WA indicated that the Illinois Society of Architects had taken the lead in “the agitation
for a revision of the code of practice of the American Institute of Architects.” The
advertising issue revolved around several matters of self-promotion including the right of
the architect to sign his buildings, or to have a plaque with his name upon the building
during and after construction, and whether it should be permitted for an architect to insert
a business card into publications.191 Another editorial in the February 1918 issue of the
JAIA pleaded with the Institute to eliminate the ban on advertising that existed in its
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Code of Ethics, arguing that the young architect was often forced to disregard the code in
order to find work. The editorial questioned the difference between sending out cards
announcing a new partnership to possible clients and publishing a card in the advertising
column of a local newspaper, or the difference between allowing the use of one‟s name in
the advertisement of a material supplier and the straightforward listing of one‟s
references. 192 The code of ethics was only rigorously enforced among the rank and file of
the profession; AIA officers, both past and present, were free to bend the rules. 193
The code of ethics, established in the late nineteenth century, had become a
catalog of punishable offenses and served as a means of ensuring the good taste of its
members and a method of exclusion; placing one‟s card in the local newspaper was
grounds for exclusion from the club. The proceedings of the fifty-first annual convention
of the AIA indicated that a portion of the code of ethics that included the clause that
stated advertising was unprofessional, was eliminated from the Institute‟s bylaws. 194 An
editorial in the May 1918 issue of the JAIA revealed the magnitude of this decision,
calling it one of the most remarkable actions ever taken by the body. Indicative of the
new concern of the Institute with the democratization of the profession, the elimination of
the ban on advertising was an attempt to remove a degree of the air of exclusivity that
was the Institute‟s reputation.195 Efforts to unify the profession undoubtedly affected the
decision to eliminate a ban on advertising as many firms run on a business basis did
advertise to attract clients. The impact of eliminating the ban was revealed by the
editorial letters that were published in the months after the convention that expressed
enthusiasm at finally being included in the ranks of the profession. 196 Architects whose
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offices operated on a business basis, catering to commercial clients through the use of
advertising, were no longer to be excluded from membership in the AIA.
The Architect and Business Practices
Interest in the work of the Post-War Committee prompted a noticeable increase
in the number of journal articles that discussed the need to examine the tenets of the
architectural profession with respect to the business aspects of the architectural office.
The pages of professional journals published in the late 1910s are filled with advice on
how the architectural profession should modify its practice to advance the cause of
architecture. This discourse advised architects to adopt the manner and efficiency of the
business community. The January 1919 issue of JAIA declared that architecture had
always been considered a profession and the commonly held belief among members of
the AIA was that the professional ideal was a better basis for a vocation than the business
objective. The article contended that business and professionalism were not adversarial
standpoints, but that professionalism had the ability to direct the conduct of business. 197
An imperative for change in the way architecture was practiced was brought about
by the war. Government building programs during World War I relied principally upon
the talents of engineers and builders who were identified as technically knowledgeable
and capable of producing a highly functional product in a timely and cost-effective
manner. The advancement in the approbation of engineers and practical builders was to
the detriment of the architectural community and served as a wake-up call for the
profession. Many large offices maintained a hierarchical business structure prior to
World War I, but many architects of that period, especially East Coast members of the
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AIA, maintained the stance that architecture was a gentlemanly profession and did their
best to keep it untarnished by business concerns. The government did not view architects
to be versed in advanced building technology or innovation. The Construction Division
of the Army was formed to facilitate the design and construction of the many buildings
required for the war effort. The utilization of the services of “architects” by the Army
was dependent upon the definition of “architect.” An article in the November 1918 issue
of JAIA indicated that the profession, architectural schools and the AIA had, over the
past few years, narrowed the scope of what was considered architectural services.
Various specialties were relegated to the practice of engineering rather than architecture,
and “engineering” defined a much broader field of endeavor than “architecture.” The
article complained that architects were convinced that architecture must be “Art.” The
Construction Division of the Army drew upon the service of engineers who had
“knowledge of the art and science of building, and who put that knowledge to practical,
professional service....,” as the architect was perceived as responsible for the decoration
of the engineer‟s construction.198 The June 1918 issue of JAIA reprinted an article by
William Philips Comstock that declared “the professional practice of architecture has not
kept pace and is therefore doomed.” Comstock called upon architects to acquaint
themselves with standardization and machine-made production and urged them to adapt
and strive for success using the methods of modern productivity. 199
Prior to the war, journal articles about office practice appeared irregularly,
perhaps once every three or four months. Following the establishment of the Post-War
Committee and with it the AIA‟s admission that architectural practice needed to change
and adopt the principles of specialized business management, journal articles concerned
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with the office administration of architectural practice appeared more regularly; often
several articles were published in one journal. The American Architect published a series
of articles by C. H. Blackall titled “Architecture After the War” that discussed
architectural education, organization and efficiency. The author emphasized the need for
the young architect to be taught business methods, stating that “the relative importance of
pure art in architecture had decreased and the business and practical sides of the
profession have enormously enlarged…” 200 All business profited from a division of work
and architecture was no exception. Large architectural firms had the tendency to
gravitate toward efficiency in organization, but the average practitioner needed to change
his preconceived notion that architecture was the product of a single mind. Blackall
proclaimed that not everyone could be an architect, but there were many individuals that
could contribute to a successful architectural organization. 201 AA published another
series of articles in 1919 titled, “Architectural Office Organization for Post War
Conditions,” that stressed the importance of an efficient and functional office
organization. The author, Daniel Paul Higgins, a successor of John Russell Pope‟s
architectural firm, encouraged architects to maintain continual vigilance in regard to the
advances of the technology of building materials and methods. Higgins cautioned that
the modern building enterprise, or general contractor, sought to eliminate the architect
and gain complete control of building projects. The architect should embrace the concept
of scientific organization based on specialized functions or else the modern building
organization would win over the large majority of the architect‟s clients, as it had already
won over the federal government as proven by the war effort.202
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Specialization and organization of the architect‟s office were key issues in the
discourse found in professional journals as the Post-War committee was conducting their
inquiry. The February 1919 article, “Architectural Office Organization for Post-War
Conditions,” predicted an unprecedented building surge due to the backlog created by
suspension of domestic building operations during the war. Architects needed to
embrace specialization to compete with engineers and contractors for these building
projects. The article recommended that the architect adapt an office system wherein
employees were “united into a systematic body, purposed to work for a common end,
with appointed specialists in authority over divided and sub-divided parts of a whole, so
that the duties of each shall correlate and co-operate with all to minimize cost and avoid
unnecessary double handling…”203 An article in the August 1918 issue of Architectural
Forum, written cooperatively by the managers of four architectural offices, suggested that
a draftsman‟s work be specialized, but stated that the draftsman needed to have a
complete knowledge of the work so that he was aware that drawing lines all day was
making a contribution to the finished product. The draftsman needed to be taught how
much information was required on a drawing to provide the necessary information
without elaborate presentation in order to contain costs. Another manager discussed how
responsibility should be delegated, and considered specialization in the office of the
architect a necessary and desired occurrence. Specialization was inevitable because “one
man [was] particularly familiar with hospital work, another with the problems of
banking…. and others with details, figuring, checking drawings, etc.” The article
concluded that the highest efficiency in the architectural office was attained when each
man performed the work for which he was most suited. 204
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The number of articles that addressed the organization of architectural practice
exploded after the establishment of the Post-War Committee. Comments about the need
for the architect to embrace business ideals, operate with efficiency, provide unparalleled
service to the client, and maintain the admiration of the public are repeated throughout
the discourse. As noted in the last chapter, the publication of office layouts was a visual
indication of the organization of architectural practice. After the war, in addition to the
use of office layouts to describe organization, organizational charts were printed with the
articles. Similar to the 1913 articles published by its forerunner The Brickbuilder, The
Architectural Forum published several articles in late 1918 that reported on the office
organization and practices of several renowned architects. The November issue
published an article about the offices of Albert Kahn, with emphasis on the office layout
and how it facilitated the flow of information within the office. (See Figure 23) The
article called attention to the fact that the rooms housing the various departments,
drafting, structural, mechanical, accounting, specifications, contractors‟ rooms,
construction superintendents and filing, were laid out so as to place related departments
in close proximity to facilitate easy communication. 205 (See Figure 24) The December
issue explored the offices of Starrett and Van Vleck and explicitly named “system” as the
defining characteristic of the office procedures and physical arrangement. The article
described the exact procedures followed when the office received a commission,
beginning with the assignment of a job number and plan file drawer, and continuing
through the method of plan development and documentation. The conclusion of the job
found the folded drawings and specifications stored in the plan storage room and the
original tracings placed in flat storage files. Each job was assigned to a specific
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draftsman with the proper knowledge. 206 In the article, “Architectural Office
Organization for Post-War Conditions,” author Daniel Higgins included an organizational
chart to demonstrate how the division of labor could be handled in a typical architect‟s
office and included descriptions of the functions of each department and the
responsibilities of the supervising employees within each department. (See Figure 25)
The author asserted that the type of organization he advocated was the basic type of
organization that any business large or small needed to implement in order to succeed. 207
Organizational charts published in the journals provided a graphic solution to the
methods of organization in the architect‟s office. They went beyond the office layout in
their description of work flow because they defined individuals or job positions and their
exact place in the overall organization. Several articles published in the 1920 issue of
The American Architect discussed the hierarchical supervisory office structures used in
governmental architectural offices and the benefits of utilizing these structures in private
architectural practice. Syracuse architect A. L. Brockway discussed at length the
organizational system of the State Architect of New York, describing the various types of
work for which each department was responsible. 208 An organization chart was included
to display the hierarchy of the various departments and who was responsible for
approvals. (See Figure 26) Brockway advocated other states to consider replication of
this organization to ensure that uniformity, harmony, education, utility, economy and
scientific coordination played a role in the design of every public building throughout the
nation.209 Brockway also provided a flow chart that demonstrated the process that was
followed each time the State of New York needed a new public building. (See Figure 27)
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He described the process in detail, allowing the reader to understand the multiple checks
and balances and requirements that each step of the process demanded. 210
Discourse about office procedures related to the business of how to keep track of
money and make profit in the architectural office appeared after the formation of the
Post-War committee. Articles that considered the detailed methods of ensuring the
competent use of cost-tracking systems had not appeared in the professional journals
prior to this period. The January 1919 issue of The Architectural Forum ran a nine page
article that described in detail a cost accounting system for an architect‟s office. It
included definitions of the various accounts and examples of journal entries, ledger
pages, and various vouchers and receipts. This system was developed by the Michigan
Society of Architects and published so that it could be adopted by interested architectural
firms of any size, with minor adaptations. 211 “Scientific Management of the Drafting
Room” appeared in the 1919 issue of Architecture and addressed methods of reducing
overhead costs and increasing the efficiency of the drafting work force. The author
developed a means to determine the value of a draftsperson by making charts that plotted
the average number of cubic feet drawn per hour against various sized buildings in cubic
feet, with a different chart for each type of building. A draftsman‟s rate of efficiency
(cubic feet drawn per hour) could be plotted on the standard chart to determine if his rate
of efficiency was above, at or below the average. (See Figure 28) This knowledge
provided incentive to the draftsman and information to the office manager. The author
believed that this type of charting would also provide an indication of the type of work
for which each draftsman was best suited.212 The office of Albert Kahn utilized
“graphical progress reports” that charted both the proposed and actual progress of the
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work for all departments. (See Figure 29) These charts were used to head off any
problems that might occur during production of the work, allowing the executive in
charge of each project the ability to review the chart and determine if the job was
proceeding as scheduled, and if not to take any necessary steps to correct possible delays
in completion. 213
In the published Report of the Post-War Committee to the Fifty-third Annual
Convention of the American Institute of Architects, it was indicated that the committee
had received numerous replies to its inquiry, so numerous that the evaluation of the
information would undoubtedly take years. The Report acknowledged that the
committee‟s activity had produced a vital discussion about topics that previously had not
been broached by the profession. The activities of the Post-War Committee resulted in
the formation of relationships of cooperation with other professionals employed in the
construction industry and had produced a list of activities to be pursued by various other
committees of the AIA. The article concluded by announcing the disbanding of the PostWar Committee due to the fact that the economy of the United States had rebounded in
late 1919 and those on the executive board had concluded that architects around the
country “[did] not actively interest themselves in the problems concerning their
profession except in times of depression.” Citing this fact along with a general
acknowledgement of lack of sufficient funds to carry out all the committee had desired to
do, the Post-War Committee was dissolved.214
Although the Post-War Committee ceased to exist, its two year legacy
transformed the profession‟s attitudes about the nature of architectural practice.
Although there were still individual architects who held out for the notion that
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architecture was an art, the majority embraced the idea that in order to succeed as a
profession and in individual practice, the methods of architectural office practice needed
to follow business principles. Within those two years, journal articles progressed from
descriptions of office layouts to the publication of organizational charts, methods for
using scientific management philosophy to determine efficiency in the drafting room, and
systems for cost accounting in the architect‟s office. By 1920, the large architectural
office had been transformed into a hierarchical organization and as such, established the
methods of practice that continue to be used by the vast majority of architectural offices
today, both large and small. 215
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Conclusion
“While the architect has responded in a manner
little short of marvelous to the demands of progress,
and has amply earned the position which he now
occupies as chief of building operations…it would
obviously be beyond the power or capacity of a
single individual, alone and unaided, to produce the
design and … all the plans and specifications for a
modern building of any considerable size or
importance. He must build up an organization and
surround himself with lieutenants who will work
under his direction and will provide for….the
various requirements made manifest by the
character of the structure…”
The American Architect, September 22, 1909216

Architecture is constituted by discourse; drawings, books, exhibitions and lectures
merge to inform the institution that is recognized as architecture. The discourse that
established the architectural profession in America included the tools of practice;
contracts, drawings and specifications, and the instruments of critique; theory, history and
analysis. The period examined by this paper saw the rapid development of methods that
facilitated the exchange of ideas. It was also a period when architectural discourse was
rapidly changing, affected by both internal and external forces. 217 Professional journals
provided a means to examine the collective discourse of the period by providing an
archive of that discourse.218
Perceived as an educational tool during the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries, the professional journal published information relevant to the instruction of the
reader, not only in design and construction methods, but also in matters that pertained to
the professional status of the architect.219 The pertinent issues of both the architectural
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profession and the construction industry were presented on the pages of professional
journals and allowed for a discourse on how to conduct the practice of architecture. A
diverse readership permitted opinions beyond the strict protocol of the professional
societies, most specifically the American Institute of Architects. The publication of
opinions in opposition to the official line of the AIA certainly prompted both rebuttal and
supportive commentary. Discussion about methods of architectural practice management
within the pages of the professional journal allows today‟s reader to gather valuable
information about the nature of architectural practice at the time of publication. Office
management articles appeared intermittently in the late nineteenth century as the building
industry began to make more demands of the architect, and then in increasing numbers,
and in increasing specificity, as the profession realized, by the end of World War I, that
its position in the building industry was in jeopardy of being overtaken by those trained
in efficiency and cost effective method.
The second chapter considered the role of the architect in the rapidly changing
construction industry as reflected in the journal literature of the period. The development
of new building types, changes in methods of design and construction, and the entry of
the engineer and general contractor into the industry altered the architect‟s traditional
role. As the demand for aesthetically pleasing edifices was increasingly accompanied by
the demand for functional and cost-effective office buildings, some in the profession
queried whether it would not make more sense to operate the architectural office as a
business. These individuals believed that an efficiently run business would appeal to
corporate clients and increase the efficacy of architectural production as well.
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The third chapter reveals a discourse that encouraged the implementation of
business-like office procedures. The journal articles explored how the offices of wellknown architects operated. The authors of the articles closely scrutinized the methods
used to organize the work force, plan the flow of work through the office, and ensure that
the completed building met the requirements of the owner. Beyond explaining how the
layout of the office facilitated communication within and between departments, attention
was given to the paper forms and their use for the documentation of essential
information, information that was too extensive and too significant to be entrusted simply
to memory. Labor-saving devices, standardized methods of preparing working drawings,
and the use of standard construction details all acted to improve the efficiency of the
office, and indicated that the collective discourse was moving toward the viewpoint that
architectural practice was in fact a business endeavor.
In the late 1910s, many in the profession acknowledged that architectural practice
needed to be run as a business to compete with the services of the engineer and the
general contractor. The AIA had long promoted the notion of the architect as first and
foremost an artist and eschewed any notion of architecture as a business. When the
United States entered World War I, the AIA realized the predicament this attitude
precipitated when architects found themselves being passed over for government building
projects in favor of engineers and contractors. The government perceived that engineers
and contractors were better prepared to design and construct buildings that were practical,
efficient and cost-effective. Architects were perceived as decorators of buildings and had
a reputation of not being proficient in the design of technically advanced buildings
required by the war effort. The formation of the Post-War Committee was the AIA‟s
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attempt to determine what the architects of the nation needed to do to regain their status
as the principal administrators of design and building projects and to expand their
services to better serve society as a whole.
The fourth chapter revealed the discourse that the inquiries of the Post-War
Committee effected within the profession. Emulation of the organizational efficiency of
business and the technical expertise of engineers and general contractors was espoused by
the authors of office management articles that appeared in the professional journals
immediately following the First World War. Articles stressed the importance of
organization within the architectural office for efficient and cost-effective production of
contract documents. Organizational charts displayed efficient methods for project control
and lines of responsibility. Special graphs and charts demonstrated techniques for
determining whether the drafting operation of the office was effective. Articles
containing practical advice appeared monthly in the journals and admonished readers to
pay heed to the changes occurring the construction industry.
Over the course of the time covered by this research, the organization of the large
architectural office moved from generalization to specialization, while the method of
production changed from collaboration to division. More specialists were added to the
working staff of the large office to maintain the characteristics of the traditional general
practice office. As buildings grew in complexity, collaboration between specialists, or
more specifically specialist disciplines, was transferred to managers who had
responsibility for coordinating the various departments of the architectural office and
effecting the changes initiated by executive decision. Then, as now, the profit motive
drove the large architectural office of the early twentieth century, coaxing efficiency and
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maximum productivity from its employees. The artistic ideal of the nineteenth century
was replaced by the ideal of service to the firm. 220
Large or small, the architectural offices of today follow the basic organizational
format that was developed in the early twentieth century in the large architectural offices
of the period, such as those of D. H. Burnham, and McKim, Mead and White. The
changes within the office structure of these firms were in direct response to rapidly
changing methods of construction and new conceptions of building function and use.
The complex nature of design and construction required the establishment of
organizations with varied technical specialists. These specialists were coordinated by
methods that allowed changes during both design and construction phases, large or small,
to be reconciled with a minimum amount of disruption as well as a requisite
comprehension of the ramifications of that same change. To achieve proper integration
of decisions, the decision-making responsibility was separated from the production of the
work.221 Analogous to the corporate structure and with the inclusion of techniques of
scientific management, the large architectural office of the early twentieth century was
managed through the separation of planning, or decision-making, and production, and
middle managers were utilized to coordinate the various divisions of production. 222 This
organizational process of architectural production is standard today in most architectural
offices.
A survey conducted by the AIA in the 1950s found that almost all medium (10 to
50 employees) and large (over 50 employees) architectural offices maintained an
organizational method that corresponded to the one developed by the large office of the
early twentieth century: a method that employed a specialized division of labor, the
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separation of decision-making, and the employment of middle managers to coordinate
and supervise production.223 The transformations in the management methods of the
large architectural office that occurred over the period examined by this paper reflect
changes in the conduct of American business, the advent of new building methods and
materials, and a modification in the perception of the purpose of architecture as the
architectural office progressed from atelier to hierarchical organization.
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Figure 1: Number of Professionals in Occupations Chart

Figure 2: Richard Upjohn, New York architect, (1802-1878)
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Figure 3: Cass Gilbert’s Atelier during design of Woolworth Building.

Figure 4: Atelier of Jean-Louis Pascal at Le Ecole des Beaux Arts, Paris, 1905.
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Figure 5: Richard Morris Hunt, architect, (1827-1895) as Cimabue, 1883.
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Figure 6: McKim, Mead and White, New York architects.
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Figure 7: Daniel Burnham and John Root, Chicago architects, ca. 1888.
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Figure 8: Henry Hobson Richardson, Boston architect (1838-1886) as a monk.

Figure 9: H. H. Richardson’s Atelier ca. 1886.
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Figure 10: Reception Rooms of Trowbridge & Livingston, Ewing & Chappell, and
Carrere & Hastings, New York architects.
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Figure 11: Ernest Flagg’s Workshop ca. 1900.
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Figure 12: George B. Post’s Workshop ca. 1900.
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Figure 13: Office Plan of Burnham and Root in Rookery Building, ca. 1890.

Figure 14: McKim, Mead and White’s Filing Room.
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Figure 15: George B. Post & Sons Office Forms
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Figure 16: McKim, Mead and White’s Reception Room.

Figure 17: Office Plan of Charles A. Platt, New York architect.
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Figure 18: Office Plan of York and Sawyer, New York architects.
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Figure 19: Office Plan of Carrere and Hastings

Figure 20: Office Plans – Ewing & Chappell
LaFarge & Morris
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Figure 21: Office Plans of McKim, Mead and White, New York architects.
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Figure 22: John Lawrence Mauran, St. Louis architect (1866-1933).
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Figure 23: Albert Kahn, Detroit architect (1869-1942)

Figure 24: Office Plan of Albert Kahn
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Figure 25: Architect’s Office Organizational Chart
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Figure 26: New York State Architect Organization Chart
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Figure 27: New York State Architect Progress Chart
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Figure 28: Draftsman Efficiency Chart
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Figure 29: Albert Kahn’s Graphical Progress Chart
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